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Abstract
Emergency Message (EM) dissemination in Vehicular Ad hoc Networks (VANETs) 
has attracted significant attention in Intelligent Transportation System (ITS) in recent 
years. Such dissemination mechanisms mostly rely on licensed Dedicated Short 
Range Communications (DSRC) systems such as IEEE 802.l ip  and IEEE P I609.1-4 
standards. By timely broadcasting of emergency messages (EMs), drivers can avoid 
potentially dangerous accidents and experience a safer driving environment. As the 
result, a concern of the number of accidents is also reduced. Thus, an efficient 
broadcast protocol is required in this scenario. In this thesis, designs of robust 
broadcast protocols are considered for Emergency Message Dissemination in 
VANETs. It presents four innovative contributions. Firstly, a literature review as well 
as challenges and issues of the protocols designed for EM dissemination application 
are presented. Secondly, Priority-based Routing Protocol (PRP) and its reliability 
enhancement (PRP-RE) have been proposed as broadcast protocols for different types 
of EM disseminations, providing; 1) fully distributed broadcast protocol; 2) different 
Quality of Services (QoS) for different types of EMs; 3) maximum message 
dissemination distance per hop; and 4) high communication reliability. Thirdly, a 
more efficient and robust multi-hop broadcast protocol for time-critical EM 
disseminations is proposed as Trinary Partitioned Black-Burst based Broadcast 
Protocol (3P3B). A mini-DIFS in MAC sub-layer is introduced to give the time- 
critical EMs the highest priority access to the communication channel compared to 
other EMs. In addition, a trinary partitioning is designed to iteratively partition the 
communication area into small sectors, allowing only the furthest possible vehicle to 
perform EM forwarding. Therefore, 3P3B can increase dissemination speed and 
reduce contention period jitter. The performance evaluation results demonstrate that 
3P3B outperforms benchmarks of the existing broadcast protocols in VANETs in 
terms of average message dissemination speed, message progress, communication 
delay, and packet delivery ratio. Finally, 3P3B-DTN is proposed based on an 
enhancement of 3P3B to deal with communications in a disruptive network with an 
introduction of EM store, carry, and forward to maximize packet delivery ratio while 
minimizing end-to-end delay. The performance evaluation results show that 3P3B- 
DTN achieves higher packet delivery ratio than 3P3B even when the network is 
disrupted with a trade-off of higher end-to-end delay and overhead for those EMs, 
which would be lost otherwise.
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Chapter 1 
Introduction
In this chapter, firstly, scopes of the works as well as challenges and uniqueness of 
VANETs are discussed. Secondly, motivations and objectives of the works are 
explained followed by contributions and achievements including a list of publications. 
Finally, an overview of the thesis is given.
1.1 Scopes and Challenges
Road safety improvement is an engaging issue and gains a major attention from both 
researchers and automotive industries [1 - 13]. Due to the fact that the number of 
vehicles tends to increase every year in all countries, the number of roads and 
highways, in contrast, has become more limited as a result of several factors, such as 
budget, space, and etc. These reasons get the number of accidents on roads higher and 
higher. Besides, the larger number of vehicles also causes serious traffic congestion 
and transportation delay, especially during rush hours.
Figure 1-1: An Example of VANET Scenario
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One possible solution to improve road safety can be developed based on wireless 
communication among vehicles as a part of Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) 
[14, 15] ongoing projects. Due to recent advance of wireless technology nowadays, 
Inter-Vehicle Communication (IVC) becomes more concrete and realistic solutions. 
Examples of road safety applications based on IVC are vehicular emergency warning, 
cooperative adaptive cruise control, cooperative forward collision warning, 
intersection collision avoidance, highway-rail intersection warning, approaching 
emergency vehicle warning, transit or emergency vehicle signal priority systems, and 
etc. Figure 1-1 illustrates an example of a Vehicular Ad hoc Network (VANET) [16 - 
18] scenario. There is one vehicle sending a warning message. Arrows represent 
directions of message dissemination. To warn other drivers, the message is 
rebroadcasted hop-by-hop to cover all road segments.
In order to make these applications practical, ITS provides an additional framework to 
alleviate road safety problems. Licensed Dedicated Short Range Communications 
(DSRC) of 75 MHz spectrum in the 5.9 GHz band based on LEEE802.11a [19] is 
allocated for Wireless Access in Vehicular Environments (WAVE). A draft standard 
is also assigned for this technology as IEEE802.11p and IEEEP1609.1-4 [20 - 24].
Despite supported resources and standards, an implementation of road safety 
applications remains significantly challenging. In fact, VANET is one special case of 
Mobile Ad hoc Network (MANET). Different researches have been carried out on 
MANET including PHY/MAC and routing protocol, as well as data dissemination and 
acquisition process. Unfortunately, these researches could not be directly applied to 
VANET, due to unique characteristics of the vehicular environment. For example, 
vehicles, moving at a high speed, result in high mobility, rapid topology changing, 
high probability of network disruption and partition, and end-to-end connection lost. 
However, the movement of all vehicles is predictable, since all vehicles have to move 
along a road and highway topology, which is different from the traditional MANET, 
in which nodes normally have random movement. Due to the dynamic topology of 
VANET, PHY/MAC and routing protocol, as well as the emergency message 
dissemination and acquisition process need to be redesigned or modified in order to 
ensure QoS as well as high delivery ratio during the communications [16, 25 - 20].
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1.2 Objectives
Due to high demand of an efficient broadcast protocol for emergency message 
dissemination in VANETs, the objective of the thesis can be explained in three-fold.
• Designing a pioneer cross-layer multi-hop broadcast protocol; i.e. between 
MAC and network layers, for emergency message dissemination by taking 
into account different priorities of the EMs.
• Applying the novel techniques; i.e. mini-DIFS and trinary partition, to reduce 
the access delay and select the best possible message forwarder to achieve 
faster dissemination speed.
• Enhancing the proposed protocol by taking the disruption of the VANETs into 
consideration to gain higher delivery ratio, even though there is no 
continuously end-to-end connectivity in the network.
• Summarize the problems of the existing solutions, which will be addressed in 
the thesis
1.3 Contributions and Achievements
The Priority based Routing Protocol (PRP) is proposed as the initiate cross-layer 
multi-hop broadcast protocol between MAC and network layers for emergency 
message dissemination by taking into account different priorities of the EMs. The 
protocol mainly focuses on emergency message dissemination applications for safe 
driving in distributed environment, i.e., ad hoc manner. There are several existing 
broadcast and routing protocols in VANETs [29- 37]. However, most of these 
protocols do not account for the message priority. Without considering the message 
priorities, emergency messages can be dropped, delayed, or blocked by lower priority 
messages, which are not urgent and can wait for later. Thus, we decide to propose a 
novel multi-hop broadcast protocol to deal with different priorities of messages 
accordingly and also achieve bandwidth utilization, reliability, as well as scalability. 
Priority based Routing Protocol (PRP) and its enhancement called Priority based 
Routing Protocol with Reliability Enhancement (PRP-RE) are proposed along with 
priority and position enhancement to provide
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• Fully distributed broadcasting protocol. For example, the protocol does not 
need updated information of each vehicle such as position, speed, and 
movement direction. The protocol can work on the fly in a distributed manner.
• Different quality of services (QoS) for different types of emergency messages. 
The protocol achieves a message prioritization, which means very urgent and 
time-critical messages will be transmitted first then the other less urgent 
messages by contenting for channel access with smaller contention window.
• Maximum message dissemination distance per hop. The contention 
mechanism is also applied for an efficient selection of emergency message 
forwarders. The furthest vehicle in a direction of information dissemination 
uses the smallest back-off value to access the channel and trends to be» elected 
as the forwarder to make a large progress of message rebroadcasting.
• High communication reliability. Retransmission and implicit 
acknowledgement mechanisms are implemented to overcome the 
communication failures due to interferences and collisions by giving more 
chances for each fail-transmitted emergency message to be rebroadcasted.
In order to make the emergency message dissemination more robust and more 
efficient, a novel multi-hop broadcast protocol for dissemination of time-critical 
emergency messages in Vehicular Ad-hoc Networks (VANETs), where the IEEE 
802.l ip  technology is used for communication among nodes, called Trinary 
Partitioned Black-Burst based Broadcast Protocol (3P3B) is proposed. 3P3B consists 
of two primary innovative mechanisms. Firstly, a mini-DIFS in MAC sub-layer is 
introduced in this thesis to give the time-critical EMs a higher priority access to the 
communication channel compared to other messages. Secondly, a trinary partitioning 
is designed to iteratively partition the communication area into small sectors. The 
trinary partitioning mechanism allows the furthest possible vehicle in the furthest 
sector from the sender node to perform EM forwarding in order to increase 
dissemination speed by reducing the number of forwarding hops. In addition, 3P3B 
has been designed to reduce the contention period jitter, independent of the density of 
vehicles. Therefore, in summary, 3P3B aims to bring two main innovative 
contributions.
-4-
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• Robust EM Broadcasting: An introduction of the trinary partition mechanism 
guarantees the optimization of the number of rebroadcasting and provides fast 
EM dissemination speed. RTB/CTB is also proposed to provide high packet 
delivery ratio by alleviating the hidden terminal problem and reducing packet 
collision.
• Emergency Message Priority: Mini-DIFS gives the highest priority to time- 
critical EMs, i.e. higher than VO_AC of IEEE802.11p standard, by allowing 
the time-critical EMs to access channel before the others. Thus, the time- 
critical EM experiences the shortest channel accessing time.
Research on communications over Disrupted/Delay Tolerant Networks (DTN) has 
become intensified in the recent years. 3P3B-DTN, which is an enhanced multi-hop 
broadcast protocol of 3P3B by taking into account emergency message disseminations 
in disrupted VANETs, is also proposed to deal with such disruption. The main 
contributions of 3P3B-DTN are similar to those of 3P3B with one extra primary 
contribution. In summary, 3P3B-DTN is proposed to
• Provide robust EM broadcast using a trinary partitioning and RTB/CTB 
mechanisms as implemented in 3P3B to provides fast EM dissemination speed 
and high packet delivery ratio,
• Introduce a priority scheme for time-critical EM by utilizing a mini-DIFS 
concept to give the highest priority to time-critical EMs, so that the time- 
critical EM experiences the shortest channel accessing time,
• Deal with communications in a disrupted VANET with an introduction of 
store, carry, and forward of EM to maximize packet delivery ratio while 
minimizing end-to-end delay even when the network is disrupted; e.g., there is 
no continuously end-to-end connection, which has not been yet fully 
addressed in the state of the art of broadcasting protocols in VANETs.
In summary, the literature review of broadcast and routing protocols in VANETs has 
been done. Two main protocols and their enhancements, which are PRP, PRP-RE, 
3P3B, and 3P3B-DTN, are proposed for the efficient emergency messages 
dissemination in VANETs. The performance evaluations have shown that the
-5-
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proposed protocols work effectively in the dynamic vehicular environment, such as 
providing fast message forwarding and QoS, especially in 3P3B-DTN. The results 
have shown that the DTN enhancement makes a significant improvement in term of 
reliability, which puts 3P3B-DTN into the forepart of a promising protocol for the 
future time-critical EM dissemination in VANETs. In addition, there are some other 
achievements in term of the number of research papers as listed in the next section.
1.4 Publications
Six papers have been published in the journals, magazines, and conference
proceedings listed as following:
Journals and Magazines
• C. Suthaputchakun, M. Dianati, and Z. Sun, “Trinary Partitioned Black-Burst 
based Broadcast Protocol for Time-Critical Emergency Message Dissemination 
in VANETs,” accepted to publish in IEEE Trans. Veh. Technol.
• C. Suthaputchakun, Z. Sun, and M. Dianati, “Fuel Consumption and CO2 
Emission Reductions based on Vehicular Communication: the State of the Arts 
and Research Challenges,” IEEE Commun. Mag., vol.50, no. 12, pp .108-115, 
Dec. 2012.
• C. Suthaputchakun, and Z. Sun, “Routing protocol in intervehicle 
communication systems: a survey,” IEEE Commun. Mag., vol.49, no. 12, 
pp.150-156, Dec. 2011.
Conference Proceedings
• C. Suthaputchakun, Z. Sun, and M. Dianati, “Trinary Partition Black-Burst 
based Broadcast Protocol for Emergency Message Dissemination in 
VANET,” in Proc. 2013 IEEE Wireless Communications and Networking 
Conf., Shanghai, 2013, pp.2262-2267.
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1.5 Overview of the Thesis
The rest of this thesis is structured as follows. Chapter 2 presents recent features of 
DSRC/WAVE frameworks [38] and a brief overview of IEEE standards with an aim 
to capture the state of the art of VANET broadcast and routing protocols, as well as 
highlights open research challenges and issues in this area as a guideline for future 
development of VANET applications.
Chapter3 presents the main methodology, which is based on simulations, an overview 
of the network simulation tools, as well as simulation modules and configurations 
used in the thesis.
Chapter 4 describes detail of the proposed cross-layer multi-hop broadcast protocols 
called Priority based Routing Protocol (PRP) and Priority based Routing Protocol 
with Reliability Enhancement (PRP-RE) as well as how the protocols achieve 
reliability and QoS.
Chapter 5 introduces novel mechanisms, which are mini-DIFS and trinary partition to 
provide faster and more robust broadcast communications in 3P3B.
Chapter 6 proposes an enhancement ôf 3P3B to deal with the communications in 
disruptive VANETs called 3P3B-DTN. By applying store, carry, and forward of 
emergency message along the vehicles movement path. 3P3B-DTN achieves higher 
delivery ratio even in the frequently disconnected network.
Finally, Chapter 7 concludes the thesis and gives a guideline for future research.
Chapter 2 
State of the Art
This chapter shows an overview of standardizations for vehicular communications 
such as Dedicated Short Range Communication/Wireless Access in Vehicular 
Environment (DSRC/WAVE) standards followed by ongoing European projects 
based on ITS. Existing open research problems are also highlighted as a guideline for 
future development of this research area. Finally, the state of the art protocols are 
compared and contrasted as well as summarized to give a current overview of works 
done so far in this research area.
2.1 DSRC/WAVE and IEEE Standards
Wireless Access in Vehicular Environment (WAVE) [26, 38] is a major component of 
Dedicated Short Range Communication (DSRC), assigned by Federal 
Communication Commission (FCC) as a free license spectrum from 5.850 to 5.925 
GHz for vehicular safety application. WAVE is a term for developing standard suite, 
including both IEEE802.11p for PHY/MAC layer and IEEE1609.1-4 for network as 
well as upper layer operations. Both DSRC and WAVE are normally referred to 
interchangeably as a promising framework for VANET.
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IEEEP1609.1
Application
Application IEEE1609.2
(Security
Service)
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Transportation Transportation
IEEEP1609.3 Network Internet
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Figure 2-1: WAVE Standard Structure compared with OSI and TCP/IP Models
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The architecture of WAVE compared with OSI and TCP/IP models is shown in 
Figure 2-1. As the bottom-up explanation, IEEE802.11p [20] is chosen to provide 
mechanisms on PHY and MAC layers so that IEEE 802.11 can work in a vehicular 
environment. IEEE802.11p defines PLME (Physical Layer Management Entity) for 
physical layer management and MEME (MAC Layer Management Entity) for MAC 
layer management.
IEEEP 1609.4 is designed to enhance effectiveness of mechanisms that control the 
operation of upper layer across multiple channels, and describe the multi-channel 
operation channel routing and switching for different scenarios. Orthogonal 
Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) implemented in IEEE802.11 a is also 
implemented in WAVE, so that it can achieve data rate from 9 to 27 Mbps and from 3 
to 12 Mbps when vehicles move at a velocity below 60 km/hr and at a velocity 
between 60 and 120 km/hr, respectively.
A channel allocation of DSRC is shown in Figure 2-2 [26]. There are seven channels 
grouped into three different types; Service Channel (SCH), Control Channel (CCH), 
and Critical Safety Channel. The frequency shown in Figure 2-2 is a center frequency 
of each channel. All channels equally have 10 MHz in width. CCH is assigned for 
channel control monitoring, while SCH is for commercial application and Critical 
Safety Channel is for VANET applications, such as accident avoidance and 
mitigation. C hi84 is reserved for future usage.
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On MAC layer, WAVE refers to CSMA/CA with RTS/CTS, as a mechanism in 
IEEE802.il, to deal with hidden and exposed terminal problems. WAVE also 
provides QoS on MAC layer by following the Enhanced Distributed Channel Access 
(EDCA) mechanism in IEEE802.1 le with minor modification. WAVE assigns Access 
Category (AC) queues on per-channel basis on each vehicle as depicted in Figure 2-3 
[22]. There are two sets of priority queues on each vehicle for critical safety 
application and commercial application, respectively. Each of the channels consists of 
4 ACs and contends for channel access according to its priorities. For example, urgent 
safety messages will contend for channel access faster than commercial messages by 
waiting for short inter-frame space and contention window
IEEEP 1609.3 is implemented on network layers as illustrated in Figure 2-1. It defines 
network layer services, which includes addressing and routing in support of secure 
WAVE data exchange. It also defines WAVE Short Messages (WSM) which provide 
an efficient WAVE-specific alternative to IP, and defines information management
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schemes for WAVE protocol stack. For example, WSM provides routing and group 
addressing via the WAVE Basic Service Set (WBSS) for efficiency safety 
applications. It is used on both control and service channels and support broadcast 
communications.
IEEEP1609.1 deals with resource management; describes key components of WAVE 
architecture, defines command message formats and data storage formats, defines data 
flows and resources, and specifies types of devices that may be implemented in 
vehicles. It also deal with applications that allow the interaction of a vehicle with 
limited computing resources to seamlessly run a complex processing outside the 
vehicle.
Security services for applications and management messages are provided by 
IEEEP1609.2. The standard defines secure message formats and processes 
circumstances for using secure message exchanges on network and upper layers.
In addition to the WAVE standard structure, there are two types of messages in the 
safety application: Cooperative Awareness Messages (CAM) and Decentralized 
Environmental Notification Messages (DENM) [39]. CAM is defined as periodic 
time-triggered position messages to let other vehicles know where vehicles are. Thus, 
it contains updated information of each vehicle such as position, speed, direction, and 
etc. DENM, in contrast, is event-driven hazard warnings, which contains information 
related to urgent events, such as type of event, severity level, location of event, 
estimated lasting time of event, and etc. Therefore, DENM is much more important 
than CAM and needed to be broadcasted to all surrounding vehicles with the highest 
possible delivery ratio within its life time (the expected lasting time of event). This 
allows all the drivers to learn additional information and have enough time to take 
proper actions; e.g., slowing down their vehicles or changing their routes, to avoid a 
compound accident. Therefore, in this thesis, we refer to DENM as Emergency 
Message (EM).
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Table 2-1: ITS-Based European Projects
Project Key Contributions
CARTALK
(2001-2004)
• Investigate potential of today and future technology to support co­
operative driver assistance systems,
• Develop software frameworks and algorithms to support the to 
support co-operative driver assistance systems,
• Test the support co-operative driver assistance systems in real 
vehicular environment or with reconstructed vehicular traffic.
SAFESPOT
(2006-2010)
• Utilize a usage of vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I) communications 
for safety-related information exchange and develop a 
communication platform and architecture which are open for 
public, flexible, and modular.
• Develop the main supporting structures and frameworks, such as 
vehicular ad-hoc networks, location services, and dynamic digital 
maps of road topology as well as real time traffic information of 
each road.
• Evaluate the impacts of road safety applications based on a 
testbed which will be developed in the project.
• Provide a sustainable guideline for future implementations of the 
safety applications.
COOPERS
(2006-2010)
• Enhance the road safety using a cooperative traffic management, 
e Support direct communication between infrastructure and 
vehicles on highway to exchange up-to-date traffic information 
among vehicles.
CVIS
(2006-2010)
® Promote Intelligent Co-operative Systems to 
o Increase road network capacity 
o Reduce congestion and pollution, 
o Provide shorter and more predictable journey times 
o Improve traffic safety for all road users, 
o Provide lower vehicle operating costs and efficient logistics 
o Improve management and control of the road network 
o Increased efficiency of the public transport systems 
o Provide better and more efficient response to accidents.
PRE­
DRIVE C2X
(2008-2010)
e Support European communication architectures on V2V and V2I.
• Develop an integrated simulation model to estimate benefits 
gained from vehicular communication in terms of safety, 
efficiency, and environment.
• Verify and test the cooperative systems in laboratory as well as in 
a field test, under real traffic conditions.
DRIVE C2X
(2011-2014)
e Address large-scale field trials under real-world conditions at 
multiple national test sites across Europe.
® Build testbeds based on the European architecture defined by 
COMeSafety to assure a compatibility with the upcoming 
European ITS standards and long-term validation of the test 
results across the European countries.
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2.2 ITS-based European Projects
The following projects [1-5, 13, 40 - 47] have been established by several European 
countries for co-operative systems development based on the standard drafts as well 
as framework provided by ITS. The details of some ITS-based European projects is 
summarised in Table 2-1.
2.2.1 CARTALK [1] is one of pioneer European projects to provide an advanced 
driver support system based on vehicle to vehicle communication technologies. 
CARTALK is a three-year project which started in August 2001. It is funded within 
the Information Society Technologies (1ST) cluster of the EU 5th Framework 
Programme for R&D. CARTALK has an objective to develop a first-step MANET for 
future co-operative road safety systems. By allowing a vehicle to send a warning 
message if a breakdown, high traffic density, congestion, or dangerous road surfaces 
has been detected. The early warnings give additional time and allow other vehicles 
on the same road to brake early. The key objectives of CARTALK are to
• Investigate potential of today and future technology to support co-operative 
driver assistance systems,
e Develop software frameworks and algorithms to support the co-operative 
driver assistance systems,
• Test the support co-operative driver assistance systems in real vehicular 
environment or with reconstructed vehicular traffic.
2.2.2 SAFESPOT [2] is a co-funded European project by the European Commission 
1ST among the initiatives of the 6th Framework Program. It aims to create dynamic 
cooperative networks by sharing information gathered on board of each vehicle and at 
the Road-Side Units (RSUs) to enhance the drivers' vision of the surrounding 
environment. SAFESPOT focuses on R&D activities on the identification of 
cooperative solutions using the combination of the information from vehicles and 
from the infrastructure. This information will be applied to the critical areas, such as 
black spots. The main technical goals of the SAFESPOT are to
-13-
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• Utilize a usage of vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I) communications for safety- 
related information exchange and develop a communication platform and 
architecture which are open for public, flexible, and modular.
• Develop the main supporting structures and frameworks, such as vehicular ad- 
hoc networks, location services, and dynamic digital maps of road topology as 
well as real time traffic information of each road.
• Evaluate the impacts of road safety applications based on a testbed which will 
be developed in the project.
• Provide a sustainable guideline for future implementations of the safety 
applications.
2.2.3 COOPERS [3] stands for CO-OPerative SystEms for Intelligent Road Safety. It 
is also a European project of the 6th Framework Programme by the European 
Commission - Information Society and Media. COOPERS aims to develop innovative 
telematics applications on the road infrastructure. It has a long term goal to provide a 
“Co-operative Traffic Management” between vehicle and infrastructure to the 
enhancement of road safety by sharing direct and up-to-date traffic information 
between infrastructure and vehicles on a motorway section. COOPERS started in 
February 2006 with the duration of 54 months and finished in August 2010.
2.2.4 CVIS [4] or Cooperative Vehicle Infrastructure Systems project aims to enable 
a universal communications module that can universally communicate to existing in- 
vehicle systems and RSUs to maintain a continuous wireless high-capacity 
communications. CVIS based on 2.5/3G cellular phone and DSRC is specifically 
designed to support both vehicle to vehicle and roadside infrastructure 
communications. This allows vehicles to address other nearby vehicles by referring to 
location or IP address, and hence it is a start of new kinds of service in driving 
environments. Due to more complete and real-time information, drivers will instantly 
be able to learn about traffic hazards and congestion, which will be presented in new 
ways. For example, variable message signs and traffic light status can be displayed on 
each vehicle. Drivers are also able to exchange requests and recommendations with 
each other to achieve higher level of road safety.
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2.2.5 PRE- DRIVE C2X and DRIVE C2X [5, 13] are integrated projects focusing 
on communication among vehicles (C2C) and between vehicles and RSUs (C2I). 
DRIVE C2X aims to address large-scale field trials under real-world conditions at 
multiple national test sites across Europe. The testbeds are based on the European 
architecture for cooperative driving systems defined by COMeSafety to make the 
system compatible with the upcoming European ITS standards and assure that the 
results of DRIVE C2X is valid in long term across the European countries. DRIVE 
C2X is developed based on specifications, hardware and software prototypes, test 
environments, and integrated simulation tool sets from its pioneer project, PRE- 
DRIVE C2X. The integration of a data backend is also implemented and tested in 
DRIVE C2X project to provide services which can make a major revenue source for 
cooperative driving systems and can be the key for successful implementation of this 
technology on European roads.
2.3 Open Research Problems in Vehicular Communication Systems
Even though a number of standards as well as ongoing projects of ITS-based 
applications in VANETs have emerged, there still are several remaining issues for 
further research. We present some challenges on MAC and network layers of 
VANET. Broadcast and routing control in VANET raise diverse challenges and issues 
in an implementation, due to its uniqueness. For example, a dynamic topology of 
vehicular networks makes communication unstable and connection maintenance 
difficult, resulting in high latency, low reliability, non-scalability, inflexibility, and 
low fault tolerance issues. Possible future research is highlighted as followed.
2.3.1 Real Time Transmission and Delay Constraint
In many cases of driving accidents, drivers usually do not have enough time to deal 
with a suddenly occurred situation. FVC can alleviate the problem by distributing 
information in real time, especially an urgent or time-critical one, to extend drivers’ 
perceptions [48]. Even in blink of an eye, if a driver receives information on time, the 
driver may be safe from a compound accident. Consequently, communications are 
needed to be maintained all the time or be constructed on the fly for real time 
information dissemination. In addition, according to IEEE802.11p standard, the
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message priority scheme has been proposed to promote fast transmissions of time- 
critical information.
2.3.2 High Mobility and Rapid Topology Changing
VANET urges another new challenge in mobility [49 - 51]. Vehicles move fast, but 
predictably as they usually move along road topology. The mobility causes rapid 
topology changes and frequent disruptions in communications. Therefore, future 
development of vehicular broadcast and routing protocols must effectively deal with 
this dynamic topology. Broadcast communications may become one solution to 
provide effective data dissemination regardless the fast-changing topology.
2.3.3 Reliability and Quality of Service (QoS)
In vehicle environments, wide ranges of events can occur; some may be critical, while 
others may not [52 - 57]. For example, if a vehicle experiences abnormality and it is 
suddenly stopped in a middle of a highway, information related to this situation needs 
to be transmitted to other following vehicles immediately with high reliability. This 
makes sure that other drivers get prompt updated information and drive more 
carefully to avoid a compound accident. On the contrary, another may detect the 
presence of fog, which makes driving inconvenient. This situation, compared with the 
previous one, is less important. Information related to this situation may not either 
need to be transmitted as quickly as possible or require high transmission reliability. 
Therefore, information must be tagged for priority before transmission. Routing 
protocol in VANET should treat all information regarding their priorities to achieve 
both reliability and QoS.
Many researchers evaluated performance of IEE802.11p application on VANET. 
However, IEEE802.11p only provides QoS on MAC layer, thus, only guarantee one- 
hop QoS. In fact, QoS must be provided across layers so that the protocol can 
guarantee various QoS aspects, such as low end-to-end latency, fast routing path and 
reliable dissemination for vital information. Consequently, QoS on network and upper 
layers becomes other interesting research areas, which needs to be taken into account 
for future proposed vehicular communication protocol.
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2.3.4 Scalability and Flexibility
The number of vehicles may depend upon an area. For example, in rural area, where 
the number of vehicles is quite low, it becomes very difficult to maintain network 
connectivity without Road Side Unit (RSU) [57, 58]. Allocation of RSUs requires 
large amount of investment. Some research makes use of less stringent power 
constraint by expand communication range with higher transmission power to make 
each vehicle more reachable without RSU support. However, reliability may be 
dropped due to more intensive signal interference.
In contrast, city area is normally very crowded. Therefore, the number of vehicles is 
normally higher than that in a rural area. When the number of vehicles is high, routing 
protocols need to minimize overhead or control packet as much as possible, since a lot 
of vehicles need to communicate with the others. In fact, a communication channel 
should be dedicated for safety communication rather than the control overhead.
2.3.5 Fault Tolerance
Because VANET is usually setup on the fly, several vehicles may enter and leave a 
network from time to time. During transmission of information along with one route, 
if a vehicle leaves the network suddenly, routing protocol should be able to manage 
the disrupted route problem by constructing a new route as soon as possible [59-61]. 
Prediction of route failure in advanced can help to alleviate the problem, but requires 
high amount of update information exchange, leading to unscalable communication.
2.3.6 Network Disruption
The dynamic topology and a non-uniform distribution of vehicles make VANETs 
frequently disrupted with no continuously end-to-end connection, especially during 
non-rush hours, such as very early in the morning or very late at night. Due to the 
disconnection, most of the emergency messages are dropped and lost [62 - 64]. As a 
result, the disruptions to end-to-end connections in VANETs drastically decrease the 
emergency message delivery ratio. Undelivered emergency message makes the 
following drivers unaware of the urgent event ahead, which in most cases leads to a 
compound accident and severe traffic congestions. Thus, the disrupted VANETs
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should be taken into account, while designing a protocol for emergency message 
disseminations.
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Figure 2-4: Categories of vehicular routing protocols
2.4 Routing Protocols in VANETs
Dynamic topology of VANETs makes message routing very challenging. Several 
routing protocols designed for traditional wireless sensor network may not be directly 
implemented in vehicular network. In this section, we classify routing protocols in 
vehicular communication into three categories; 1) broadcast; 2) multicast and geocast; 
and 3) unicast schemes [27 - 28, 65 - 75]. Besides, unicast-based routing protocol can 
be subdivided into proactive, reactive, prediction-based, and opportunistic routing 
protocols illustrated in Figure 2-4. We survey and summarize the routing protocols in 
VANETs according to these classifications in the following subsections.
2.4.1 Broadcast-Based Routing Protocol
Broadcast-based routing protocol is a very basic scheme to disseminate data from one 
sender to all receivers. The broadcast scheme seems to be one of the solutions for 
message dissemination in a high-mobility network, which needs a fully distributed 
solution, because the network does not need the maintenance of routing tables, as well 
as information of each individual vehicle, such as position, speed, direction, and etc.
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However, the drawback of this scheme is low bandwidth utilization, high data 
collision and errors, as well as low throughput.
Flooding is a fundamental example of broadcast-based routing protocol. Due to the 
fact that all vehicles rebroadcast a message regardless a receipt of such message, a 
large amount of redundancy messages is transmitted into a channel, wasting 
bandwidth, raising data collision ratio, and finally resulting in low network 
throughput. Nonetheless, the message duplication can be eliminated by assigning an 
appropriated forwarder to rebroadcast the messages. Since only one vehicle is 
responsible for message rebroadcasting, the amount of data traffic in the network is 
reduced drastically, leading to more effective bandwidth utilization. There are a 
number of mechanisms dealing with a selection of a forwarder.
2.4.1.1 Urban Multi-hop Broadcast (UMB): The main objectives of UMB are to
avoid collision caused by a classic problem in wireless communication called hidden 
terminal problem, utilize channel efficiency, provide reliable broadcast 
communication, and disseminate data in all directions at intersections. In order to 
avoid a hidden terminal problem, UMB makes use of RTB/CTB handshake scheme 
with only one recipient [29]. A source vehicle obeys CSMA/CA mechanism to 
transmitting a RTB packet, which includes both sender’s position and a broadcast 
direction. Once vehicles in dissemination direction receive RTB, they calculate 
distance from the source and start transmitting black-burst; a channel jamming signal, 
for a period of time as a proportion to the calculated distance. For example the farthest 
vehicle will transmit the longest black-burst. After each vehicle finishes the 
transmission of black-burst, it turns to listen to the channel immediately. If the vehicle 
senses that the channel is idle, it will become a message forwarder. It then sends CTB 
back to the source. Depending upon CTB reception, the source will send a broadcast 
packet, which includes identification (ID) of the forwarder. In contrast, if a vehicle 
senses that the channel is not idle yet after finishing black-burst transmission. It will 
notice that it is not selected as a forwarder and does nothing but waits.
In the worse scenario, if there are more than one vehicle finishing black-burst 
transmission and sending CTB out at the same time. The source will repeat forwarder 
selection process again only for such vehicles. Besides, UMB makes use of 
infrastructures to directionally rebroadcast packets at intersections. However, with the
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application of black-burst transmission, it results in high broadcast latency and waste 
of bandwidth.
2.4.1.2 Smart Broadcast (SB): SB aims to maximize the progress of the message 
along a propagation line as well as minimize broadcast delay [30]. Network is 
partitioned into sectors. By using GPS, each vehicle is capable of sensing its own 
position and calculating a sector it belongs to. The protocol applies contention 
mechanism of IEEE802.11 to select a forwarder. Only vehicles following the source 
are able to participate in forwarder election process.
The source starts the process by sending Request to Broadcast (RTB) packet. Upon 
the receipt of RTB, each vehicle calculates its belonging sector and contention 
window (CW). Vehicles along with different sectors will have different and non­
overlap values of CW set. The set of CW values of the outermost sector will be the 
smallest value, thus, vehicles belonging to this sector will contend for channel access 
faster than other vehicles and have higher probability to be elected as a forwarder. 
Selection of the farthest vehicle as a forwarder, making a transmission as far as 
possible, effectively helps utilizing bandwidth. After channel contention, a vehicle 
will transmit Clear to Broadcast (CTB) packet.
If there is no collision during CTB transmission, such node will become the 
forwarder. The source vehicle then transmits a MAC-broadcast frame to all vehicles 
in its communication range, but only the forwarder will rebroadcast such a packet to 
the next communication hop. Then the process will repeat again.
However, in case of CTB collision, the rest of vehicles will continue to contend for 
channel access and send CTB after back-off counter reaches zero, which makes 
protocol more robustness. In the worst-case scenario, the source waits for the longest 
CW and there is no successful CTB transmission. The source vehicles will restart the 
whole process again. The simulation results of this paper show that SB provides low 
latency, but also experiences low message progress; shorter additional distance 
covered by the message in a rebroadcast phase, on average. Besides, SB does not take 
QoS, and mobility into a consideration, which are essential in VANET.
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2.4.1.3 Binary-Partition-Assisted Broadcast protocol (BPAB): BPAB aims to 
reduce broadcast delay and make the delay as constant as possible [31]. BPAB 
maintains a good message progress by selecting the furthest forwarder as well. This 
protocol deploys a combination of a novel binary partitioning as well as a contention 
mechanism. The binary partitioning scheme constantly divides the communication 
area into multiple partitions. Only vehicles in the furthest partition contend with each 
other during the forwarding phase. Thus, collision rate is reduced and the contention 
duration is stabilized. It is shown that BPAB demonstrates a good performance in 
terms of average dissemination speed compared to the other existing broadcast-based 
routing protocols.
2.4.2 Multicast and Geocast-Based Routing Protocol
Safety application sometimes only requires a communication among a group of 
vehicles. Some information may be useful for just only small group of vehicles; not 
all of them. Geocast-based routing protocol, which is one type of multicast-based 
routing protocols, is capable of disseminating data from one to many nodes in a 
specific geographical region. Therefore, it becomes the most suitable solution to 
disseminate data to the relevant vehicles.
2.4.2.1 Inter-Vehicle Geocast (IVG): IVG is proposed to make a more effective and 
scalable dissemination of alarm messages to vehicles in risk areas only [32]. A source 
broadcasts an alarm message Lu ulher vehicles in iis communication area. Each 
vehicle who has received the alarm message waits for a period of time called a defer 
time, before rebroadcasting the message.
IVG also presented a concept of “too much late” area where a distance of a vehicle to 
an accident becomes less than the vehicle’s braking distance. The rebroadcast period 
must ensure that vehicles are informed before they penetrate the too much late area. 
Time to live (TTL) is also chosen for avoiding infinitely dissemination of alarm 
messages. No QoS is accomplished by IVG, but the simulation results show 
achievement of both reliability and scalability.
2.4.2.2 GeoCache: GeoCache is designed as a pull-based geocast protocol for 
efficiently cooperative data collection and dissemination among vehicles [73]. Each
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vehicle, which needs updated a map of congestion indexes, proactively and 
cooperatively requests such information from its neighbours. This map will be 
continuously updated through the messages communicated between vehicles using a 
pull-based geocast protocol. Caching mechanism is also integrated to the protocol so 
that the required amount of data exchanging between vehicles can be reduced, while 
the protocol can still maintain the accuracy of the global knowledge about the road 
traffic. The results show that GeoCache can preserve high accuracy of traffic 
information despite an implementation of the caching mechanism.
2.4.3 Unicast-Based Routing Protocol
Unicast-based routing protocol is point-to-point communication. A routing path needs 
to be maintained as stable as possible during the communication. However, dynamic 
nature of VANETs can cause serious path disruptions. Therefore, several 
mechanisms are required to manage unstable path problems in the unicast-based 
communication, and hence make protocols more complicated and have high overhead. 
According to the previous classification, there are 4 categories of unicast-based 
routing protocols shown in Figure 2-4.
Proactive routing protocol periodically creates and updates new route of each pair of 
vehicles. It basically suffers from how to determine the optimal period for route 
creation and update. Too short of period makes the protocol suffered from high 
overhead. Conversely, too long of period makes the protocol suffered from frequent 
route failures.
Reactive protocol, on the other hand, creates a new route only when the existing one 
is broken. Therefore, overhead is lower than that of the proactive protocol, but higher 
route failures. In addition, it also lacks ability to determine a better route, due to no 
periodically route updating.
Prediction-based routing protocol can be considered as an optimal solution between 
proactive and reactive protocols. The protocol takes advantage of proactive protocols 
without high rate of route failures as in reactive protocols. Using of current 
information of each vehicle, the protocol predicts a probability of route breaking and 
search for alternative routes before the communication is disrupted.
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In some cases, routing protocols cannot find a reachable route between each pair of 
vehicles. Messages will be normally dropped or eventually become lost. Opportunistic 
routing protocol becomes a solution to deliver messages even if there is no 
continuously end-to-end connectivity between vehicles. By storing and carrying 
messages until a destination or a forwarder is reachable, the messages then will be 
forwarded to the destination with longer delay as a trade-off. Therefore, the 
opportunistic protocol is suitable to implement in Delay/Disrupted Tolerant Network 
(DTN).
2.4.3.1 Location-Based Routing Algorithm with Cluster-Based Flooding (LORA- 
CBF): LORA-CBF has goals to improve packet forwarding decision, propose 
predictive algorithm, and improve scalability [33]. LORA-CBF is hierarchical-based 
protocol. Cluster heads need to maintain cluster tables. The cluster tables normally 
contain addresses and locations of both member and gateway vehicles; vehicles that 
are allowed to communication with other cluster heads. Before transmission, a source 
vehicle determines a destination location by checking a routing table. If the location is 
found, the source vehicle transmits packet to closest neighbor to the destination. 
Otherwise, the source broadcasts Location Request (LREQ) and wait for Location 
Reply (LREP). Upon a receipt of the location, a packet is sent to closest neighbor to 
the destination. However, since the cluster heads need to maintain the cluster tables, 
overhead of control packet is inevitable. Besides, no QoS is considered in the
/-* /-xl Vf W W l .
2.4.3.2 Greedy Perimeter Coordinator Routing (GPCR): GPCR is proposed to 
take advantages of streets and junctions to form a natural planar graph without 
exploiting additional global information, such as a static street map [34]. GPCR 
consists of two operations; a restricted greedy forwarding and a repair strategy. 
During the restricted greedy forwarding operation, the source forwards a packet 
toward a destination. No decision is made on each vehicle, except vehicles on 
junctions. The packet tends to be forwarded to vehicles on a junction rather than 
vehicles across the junction. In case, there are a number of vehicles on the junction, 
source will randomly pick one vehicle as a forwarder. The selected forwarder node 
decides a street to which a packet will be transmitted. The restricted greedy 
forwarding operation will be repeated again. However, GPCR is a position-based
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unicast communication, source vehicles need to have destination’s positions resulting 
in high overhead in information exchange.
2A3.3 Prediction-Based Routing protocol (PER): PER takes advantage of 
predictable mobility patterns of vehicles on highways [35]. Deterministic motion 
patterns and speeds of vehicles are used for roughly determination of how long routes 
will exist. Predicted route’s lifetime is implemented to preemptively create a new 
route before the existing one is broken. Therefore, PER succeeds in providing lower 
rate of dropped packets than those of both reactive and proactive protocols. However, 
its overhead is a little bit higher than that of reactive protocol.
2.4.3.4 Opportunistic Routing in DTN (GeoDTN+Nav): GeoDTN+Nav is designed 
as a delay tolerant routing protocol when a continuously end-to-end connectivity to a 
destination does not exist [36]. This situation can be normally happen after peak hours 
or at night when a number of vehicles is very low leading to network disruption. In 
this case, traditional routing protocols will generally drop messages. Thus, such 
messages will be lost and cannot reach the vehicles, which need such information. In 
GeoDTN+Nav, in contrast, a vehicle will store and carry messages and then wait for a 
right opportunity to forward them to other better qualified vehicles toward the 
destination. Thus, GeoDTN+Nav achieve in high delivery ratio as a trade-off of 
longer delay.
2.4.3.5 Context Aware Routing (CAR): CAR introduces synchronous and 
asynchronous modes of message delivery where the synchronous mode requires a 
contemporaneous path between the vehicle and the destination, while the
Table 2-2: Summary and Performance Comparison of Routing Protocols in VANETs
Protocol
R outing
C ategory
M obility
M odel
DTN
Consideration
Network
Topology M ethodology Reliability Scalability Delay Flexibility QoS
SB Broadcast Highway No Flat Contention Window Very Good Very Good Short Very Good No
UM B Broadcast City No Flat Black-Burst Good Very Good Short Very Good No
BPAB Boradcast Highway No Flat Binary Partitioning Very Good Very Good Very Short Very Good No
IVG Geocast Highway No Flat Defer Time Very Good Good Short Good No
GeoCache Geocast Highway No Flat Pull-based Geocast Very Good Good Short Good No
LORA-
CBF
Unicast Highway No Hierarchical Cluster Table 
Maintenance
Good Normal Normal Good No
GPCR Unicast City No Flat Greedy Forwarding Good Good Normal Good No
PBR Unicast Highway No Flat Route Failure 
Prediction
Good Normal Normal Good No
GeoDTN
+Nav
Unicast City Yes Flat Opportunistic Excellent Very Good Very Long Very Good No
CAR Unicast City Yes Flat Opportunistic Excellent Very Good Very Long Very Good No
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asynchronous does not. CAR allows vehicles to switch to DTN mode once a score 
function indicate disrupted network [37]. During the DTN mode the vehicle forwards 
messages to another vehicle, which has the highest probability of reaching the 
destination. This requires dissemination of routing table among the vehicles. This 
results in high network overhead. However, CAR introduces a prediction mechanism 
to deal with such overhead of the routing table exchange.
2.4.4 Performance Comparisons
Table 2-2 summarizes all routing protocols in terms of routing category, mobility 
model, DTN consideration, and network topology. Routing category column shows 
three classifications, as presented previously, to which each routing protocol belongs. 
BPAB, SB, IVG, GeoCache, LORA-CBF, and PBR implement highway scenarios in 
the simulations, while UMB, GPCR, GeoDTN+Nav, and CAR consider city 
environments in which there are higher number of vehicles with slower moving 
speed. Since VANET tends to be established on the fly, almost all routing protocols 
are implemented on flat networks, except LORA-CBF, which considers cluster-based 
network instead. There are a number of techniques implemented for message 
forwarding, such as uses of contention window, black-burst, binary partitioning, defer 
time, cluster-table, greedy forwarding concept, and opportunistic forwarding.
With opportunistic strategy (store, carry and forward) of GeoDTN+Nav and CAR, the 
protocols achieve very high reliability even at low number of vehicles. Due to 
network disruption problem, the other protocols cannot deliver message to other 
vehicles causing low communication reliability. The opportunistic routing protocols 
can increase the delivery ratio when there is no present of continuously end-to-end 
connectivity as a cost of larger communication delay.
To be scalable, a lightweight protocol and low network overhead are required. 
Broadcast protocols, such as BPAB, SB, and UMB, outperform the others since they 
are fully distributed and result in low network overhead. The rest of the protocols 
have higher overhead. For example, IVG, LORA-CBF, GPCR, PBR, GeoDTN+Nav 
and CAR are geocast and unicast protocols, which require exchanges of update 
vehicles’ information, such as positions, for route maintenance. Therefore, when 
vehicles’ density is high, such protocols experience high amount of data exchange,
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intensifying network overhead and lowering network scalability.
BPAB has the shortest delay compared to the others, since it is broadcast-based 
communication; no need for route discovery and maintenance. Besides broadcast- 
based communication, it also implements binary partitioning concept for shortening 
forwarder selection process. In contrast, SB, UMB, and IVG implement customized 
contention window, black-burst, and defer time; additional waiting time before 
transmitting a message, thus, all the protocols experience longer additional delay. 
Unicast-based communication needs route discovery before message forwarding, 
which also causes LORA-CBF, GPCR and PBR to have longer delay. Besides, due to 
opportunistic delivery, GeoDTN+Nav and CAR provide the largest delay but highest 
reliability as a trade-off.
To be flexible, routing protocols should be able to deal with vehicle entering and 
leaving the network from time to time. Broadcast-based and opportunistic protocols, 
such as BPAB, SB, UMB, GeoDTN+Nav and CAR have least impact from vehicles 
entering or leaving the network. The other protocols, in contrast, need updated 
information. Therefore, vehicles entering or leaving the network frequently make high 
impact on information update causing high amount of network overhead.
2.5 Summary
This chapter reviews the existing and ongoing standards for vehicle communications 
in VANETs. Background of the research as well as relevant routing protocols for 
emergency message dissemination applications are also summarized. This reveals the 
limitations of existing standards and routing protocol designs as well as some 
remaining challenges of the research in this area. Therefore, there is an opportunity 
for us to explore possibilities of designing efficient and novel broadcast protocols for 
emergency dissemination in VANETs.
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The main methodology used to evaluate performance of the proposed protocol is 
network simulation tool, since the network simulator is considered as a powerful tool 
for validate and verify a certain network protocol or a specific network algorithm. The 
simulators also allow network designers to test new designed networking protocols or 
to construct the existing protocols in a reproducible manner. In this section, a survey 
and a comparison of the current network simulators, particularly for VANETs, are 
presented including their main features, advantages, and disadvantages. Then, the 
detail of the VANET simulation tool as well as simulation modules and 
configurations implemented in the thesis is presented.
3.1 Overview and Comparison of Simulation Tools
NS2 [76] has its long legacy among research community. However, MANET 
research, particularly VANET research, is not recommended for NS2 due to its 
complexity. In addition, NS2 does not cope well with scalability study, since it 
consumes huge amount memory and CPU resources even if there are only few 
hundred nodes in the simulation. The documentation is also another issue of NS2, 
making it difficult for new network designers to learn and get used to in a short period 
of time.
NS3 [77] has been developed to reduce the complexity and replace NS2 without 
backward compatibility with NS2. Due to its recently-development, NS3 lacks 
deployments of a vast majority of standard protocols, which are already implemented 
in NS2. Moreover, NS3 does not provide a suitable physical layer for simulations of 
MANET and VANET.
OPNET [78], in contrast, has low complexity compared to NS2 and provide vast 
majority of the standard protocols for diverse communication researches. The 
documents, in addition, are well written and organized making it easy for the new
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network designers to get familiar to within a short time. However, due to the fact that 
OPNET is commercial software, it limits the number of new users in the research 
community, particularly ones from industry sectors.
On the other hand, OMNeT++ [79] has recently gained a huge acceptance from the 
research community of both academic and industrial sectors, due to its very extensible 
and hierarchical architecture, effectively reusable and flexible C++ modules, as well 
as low memory and CPU usage. OMNeT++ contains a diverse networking protocol 
sets with a strong support for physical and MAC layers study. Its user-friendly GUI 
also makes the new network designers comfortably learn how to conduct a simulation 
in a short period of time and make less error prone during protocol developments.
In addition, OMNeT++ offers a very precise channel modeling. In most simulators, 
deterministic propagation models are often used, which insufficiently describe real 
propagations. OMNeT++ Mobility Framework, in contrast, implements various 
probabilistic propagation models such as Log-Normal-Shadowing, Nakagami, 
Rayleigh and Rice wave propagation models. It also supports a study of multichannel 
modeling and abstract channel modeling specific to vehicular communications. By 
integrating with independently-developed frameworks, such as INET and MiXiM, 
OMNeT++ has offered a mature set of IEEE 802.l ip  and IEEE 1609.4 standard 
protocols along with SUMO mobility model for a more sophisticated and 
comprehensive V2V communications simulation. For these reasons, in the thesis, 
OMNeT++ has been selected as a tool for conducting our simulation-based study. 
Table 3-1 shows a summary and a comparison of all presented simulation tools.
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Table 3-1: Summary and Comparison of Network Simulation Tools
NS2 NS3 OPNET OMNeT++
License GPL GPL Commercial Academic
Simulation code support C++/OTcl C++/ Python C/C++ C++
Scalability to large 
networks
Fair Good Excellent Good
Mobile network 
simulation
Yes Yes Yes Yes
Customized extensions 
support
Yes Yes Yes Yes
Standard MAC and 
routing support
802.11,
802.15.4,
DSDV,
DSR,
TORA,
AODV
802.11, 
Ad hoc 
routing
802.11, 
802.16, 
UMTS, 
SMART 
MAC, 
802.15.4. 
AODV, 
DSR, GRP, 
OLSR, 
OSPFv3, 
TORA
802.11,
802.15.4,
DSDV,
DSR,
TORA,
AODV
VANET Simulation 
Support
Yes Yes Yes Yes
3.2 OMNeT++
OMNeT++ (Objective Modular Network Testbed in C++) is initiated by Andras 
Varga from Technical University of Budapest. ONMcT++ is fundamentally designed 
for communication network simulations. However, it can be used for designing of IT 
systems, queuing networks, and hardware architectures as well. OMNeT++ offers a 
rich component-based, hierarchical, modular and extensible architecture which 
communicates with each other by passing control messages. All components and 
modules in OMNeT++ are programmed using C++ and its class library. Network 
Description (NED) is a high-level programming language used in OMNeT++ to 
assemble individual existing modules to form larger and more complex modules and 
systems. OMNeT++ also provides the vast number of user-friendly simulation 
environments, such as Graphical Network Editor (GNED), NED compiler, graphical 
as well as command line interfaces for both simulation execution and result analysis, 
well-organized documentations, sample simulations and tutorials, other utilities, such 
as random number seed generation tools, and etc.
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A basic entity in OMNeT++ is a module, which can be composed from several 
modules or sub-modules called compound modules. The modules are atomic, 
independent, and reusable. The modules can communicate with others by sending and 
receiving messages via connections between them.
OMNeT++ is considered as a feature-rich and powerful simulator, since it provides 
modules for Application Layer and Network Layer of OSI model including a Network 
Interface Card module, where both MAC and PHY layers are embedded in. SNR 
module is also provided in PHY layers to decide whether a packet should be passed to 
upper levels or not. Additionally, a mobility module provides updated information of 
a node’s position and establishes realistic communication channels. As a discrete 
event simulation tool, OMNeT++ produces low-level predictions with high accuracy 
for the result and event generations. It offers both deterministic modeling as well as 
continuous and discrete stochastic modeling to give randomness to models.
Extensive GUI support of OMNeT++ allows graphically building of network 
topologies resulting in easily and efficiently defining network simulation scenarios. 
OMNeT++ generates topologies in a NED file format. Simulation tracing and 
debugging can be done using Tkenv. The simulation execution can be started and 
stopped in Tkenv, of which variables or objects of the modules can be changed during 
a runtime. OMNeT++ is also capable of visualizing a detailed picture of the 
simulation state at any point during an execution. For instance, simulation results as 
well as scheduled messages can be traced and environmental variables can be 
customized, even when the simulation is running. Additionally, nodes’ appearance is 
also changed to reflect inner states of each node. Output vector and scalar files, which 
are results of simulations, can be plotted in a customized graph format by using Plove.
OMNeT++ has external and independent extensions, which provide additional 
support for wireless network simulations including simulations of vehicular networks. 
Examples of the major extensions of OMNeT++ are shown as follows.
• INET framework [80]: INET is considered the standard library of OMNeT++, 
which contains modules of the internet stack, such as TCP, UDP, IPv4, IPv6, 
OSPF, BGP, and etc., modules of wired and wireless protocols, such as 
Ethernet, PPP, IEEE 802.11, and etc., mobility modules, MANET and
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VANET protocols, and many other protocols. INET is officially developed 
and maintained by OMNeT++ developers. However, there are some other 
frameworks based on INET, which are developed and maintained 
independently.
• INETMANET [81]: LNETMANET is based on INET framework, which 
focuses on providing protocol suites and mobility models for mobile ad-hoc 
network communications, which has been recently extended to vehicular ad- 
hoc network as well. The extension includes more realistic node mobility 
models, ieee802.11 interface, mobile ad-hoc routing protocols, battery models, 
and etc.
• Veins [82]: Veins is also an open source INET-based framework designed for 
Inter-Vehicular Communication (FVC) simulation. It is composed of two 
well-established simulators: OMNeT++, an event-based network simulator, 
and SUMO, a road traffic simulator, which offers a comprehensive suite of 
models for FVC simulation, without sacrificing speed. The GUI and IDE of 
both OMNeT++ and SUMO can be used to quickly set up scenarios and 
interactively run simulations.
• MiXiM [83]: MiXiM is one of the well-known frameworks of OMNeT++ 
developed for simulations of fixed and mobile wireless networks, such as 
wireless sensor networks, body area networks, ad-hoc networks, vehicular 
networks, and etc. Its focus is on modelling of the lower layers protocol stack, 
such as radio wave propagation models, interference estimation models, radio 
transceiver power consumption models, and wireless MAC protocols. MIXiM 
is actually a combination of many previously-developed frameworks in 
OMNeT++, which aim to support mobile and wireless communications. The 
predecessors of MiXiM include ChSim, MAC Simulator, Mobility 
Framework, and Positif Framework.
In summary, in this thesis all simulations have been conducted based on the 
INETMANET framework of OMNeT++. Because INETMANET is developed along 
with the official standard library of OMNeT++, which is INET framework, it has 
gained a wide acceptance and is fully compatible with OMNeT++ simulator. In
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addition, with MANET feature extension, INETMANET offers a diversity of protocol 
suites as well as more realistic mobility models for both MANET and VANET 
communications. Therefore, INETMANET in conjunction with OMNeT++ becomes 
one of the concrete and efficient solutions for simulations of vehicular network 
communications. Examples of the OMNeT++ simulator’s screen shots, such as 
programming console, graphical NED design screen, and simulation console, are 
illustrated as follows.
0* Simulation - ïnetmanet/src/linklayer/ieee80211/mac/Ieee80211Mac.cc - OMNeT++ IDE
File Edit Source Refactor Navigate Search Project Run Window Help
rii - Eg ^  Debug 
[ EÎ Simulation
i-Q Project Explorer □
a
* f &  mac , *
I r> [h] leeeSOZLlConsts.h
| r> [hj Ieee80211DataRate.h
I t> g  Ieee80211eCjassifier.ee _
j i> i  JeeeSOZlleClassifier.h L
I £■> jx] Ieee80211Frame_m.cc__I__
I t> B  IeeeS0211Frame_m.h
I i' (B  Ieee80211Mac.cc|
I t> i  Ieee80211Mac.h
j> jxj Ieee80211MacQueueCla
> [h] Ieee80211MacQueueCla 
!> 0  IQoSCIassifier.h 
t> i  MultiQueue.cc 
C> B  MultiQueue.h 
b jej VVifiMode.cc
> B  VVifiMode.h 
f. [c| WirelessMacBase.cc
B  Ieee80211Mac.cc Ï Z  \ x B  omnetpp.ini j 19
«include "Ieee80211Mac.h"
«include "RadioState.h"
«include "IlnterfaceTable.h"
«include "InterfacelableAccess.h” 
«include "PhyControlInfo_m.h" 
«include "AirFrame_m.h"
«include "Radio80211aControlInfo_m.h” 
«include ”Ieee80211eClassifier.h” 
«include "Ieee80211DataRate.h" 
//""tor**"
/ / « i n c l u d e  " I M o b i l i t y . h"
0 / /  TCDO: 9 . 3 . 2 . 1 ,  I f  t h e r e  a r e  b u f f e r e d  m u l t i c a s t  o r  t □  
0 / /  TCDO: c o n t r o l  f r a m e s  m u s t se n d  b e f o r e
Define_Module(IeeeS0211Mac);
No search results 
available. Start a 
search from the 
search dialog...
[j_____
□  Prop 23 Outli
| |D i  Problems ^  x  O  Module Hi | y=? NED Para j % NED Inheri j 1=3 B  
113 errors, 4 warnings, 1 other ^
Description *
B  /inetmanet/src/linldayer/ieee80211/mac/Ieee80211Mac.cc
Figure 3-1: Programming console
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0  Simulation - inetm anet/src/linidayer/ieee80211/Ieee80211Nicned - OMNeT++ IDE I =  : ®  \m £ k m \'
File Edit Source View Navigate Search Project Run Window Help
Î J  ^  m  &  4 '  *  i
<H
< 3  Project Explorer cIeee80211M ac.cc Ieee802UNic.ned
-, ,;a r ?  I ••• ;a:o;t "« • < »  »• «16=0211j__________  fci =0
(5- radio
ChangeLcg 
Ieee8Q211Doc.ned 
$* IeeeS0211Nic.ned 
,y , ieeeSO illm esh
■ &  PPP 
queue 
15? radio 
&  rstp 
(S ’ ieee8021d
lEtherMAC.ned 
lExternalNic.ned 
| t  IMACRelayUnit.ned 
I» INic.ned 
18 lOutputQueue.ned 
8  ITrafficConditioner.ned 
&  IWiredNic.ned
Lj  %= Debug
Design Source
19
A* Palette 
Selector 
» /  Connection 
1  Types
m m
Q  Simulation
5 □
!>
B
Prop a -  Outli B  Qu Problems S3 Q  M odule Hi yZl NED Para | j  NED Inheri
fe  inetmanet/src/linlclayer/ieee8021LTee6S0211Nic,ned
□
& ■
=>
No search results 
available. Start a 
search from the
search dialog...
|A> Submodules c:.- 
gjleeeS0211M ac... 
O  IIeee80211Mg... 
(#jIeee80211Age... 
gjIeee80211Radi... 
[Gj IHcck (I) (inet... 
□  I EtherEncapMe... 
R"'1 ' rf...
Figure 3-2: GUI-based NED design
0  OM NeT-+/Tkenv - Net80211 C=3 @ % |
File Edit Simulate Trace Inspect View Options Help I
[ #  - *  > [SI STE^ RUN^ N t B
Run =0: Net802U  
Msgs scheduled: 567 
Ev/sec: n/a
Event =13593 Tr 2.009140757663
Msgs created: 12741 
Simsec/sec: n/a
Next: Net80211,host[12].wlan[0],radio ficj 
Msgs present: 5420
Ev/simsec: n/a
end Roc en d to. ...R eserve,... m eve,. m ovan cvan eve ,... 
endFbendRx ..endRx DIFSwIFS.,.. DIFSnovemovgncvgnove,., 
     .
sendTimer,... 
sendTimer 
•4-
sendTime I 
sendTim
a
Éh
U i (Net80211) Net80211
(inet.examples.adhcc.ieee80211.Nefc80211) NetSOZLl (id=11 (ptr07AD8190) t
E  i U )  <3
=queue size0,.4 = 0 0 0 0 ,  medium is busy, scheduled AIFS are00102Q 30, scheduled backoff are0010 2 0 3 0  
=  currentAC: 3, oldcurrentAC: 3 
=  current transmission: none 
AbstractRadic::handleSelfMsg END 
Event <13588 T=2.009140704563 Net80211.hcstpl i w , ,  nrvno.
-> Enter handleLowerMsg... 
received m essage from lower layer: (Ieee802UDati 
Self address: OA-AA-OO-OO-OO-OF, receiver address:
=  state information: m ode = DCF, state = IDLE, ba<
= backoffPeriod 0..4 = -1 -1 -10  
= retryCounterO,.4 = 0 0 0 0 ,  radicState = 0, nav =
=queue size0..4 = 0 0 0 0 ,  medium is busy, schedu 
=  currentAC: 3, oldcurrentAC: 3 
#  current transmission: none 
processing event in state m achine Ieee80211Mac S 
FSM IeeeS0211Mac State Machine: leaving state ID 
firing Receive transition for IeeeS0211Mac State Mi 
FSM Ieee80211Mac State Machine: entering state R 
going forward, x = 20044,2 y = 134.556 z = 0 
visual position, x = 20044.2 y = 134.556 z = 0 
Mode Receive host name =host[14] position xpos=
FSM Ieee80211Mac State Machine: leaving state Rl 
firing Im m ed i ate- Receive- M u It i c ast- i n - REC ETv E tr;
T
■_3
3]hcst[6] hC:'t[2G21host[115] hcst[103]
hc-tt?fél[163]
host(4(f°  ^
host[203]
Figure 3-3: Screen shot of running a simulation
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3.3 Simulation Modules and Configurations
This section shows samples of configurations and modules used in the simulations of 
this thesis based on OMNeT++ simulator. The main simulation configurations and 
data inputs are defined in a configuration file called vanet.ini as shown in Table 3-2.
In the simulation, Net802.11 module is used as the key simulation scenario, which 
contains ChannelControl as a communication channel module, 
IPv4NetworkConfigurator as a network configuration module, and AdHocHost as a 
host module illustrated in Figure 3-4 and described in more detail in Table 3-3. The 
further detail of both ChannelControl and IPv4NetworkConfigurator modules are 
shown in Table 3-4 and 3-5, respectively. There are several parameters in each 
module that have default values. These values, however, can be re-customized 
according to different standards or frameworks. For example, the default value of the 
base carrier frequency of the ChannelControl module is 2.4GHz regarding to 
IEEE802.11b standard. However, this value can be reconfigured to 5.890GHz 
according to IEEE802.1 Ip standard in vanet.ini file shown in Table 3-2. This 
reconfiguration feature is applied to all other modules used in the simulations.
When AdHocHost module is zoomed in, it can be seen that the AdHocHost module 
consists of a lot of sub-modules from PHY and MAC layer embedded in NIC 
modules, network layer, up to application layer, such as TCP and UDP protocols, 
shown in Figure 3-4. The code of AdHocHost module is provided in Table 3-6.
The ieee802.11NIC sub-module is used in the AdHocHost module for PHY and MAC 
layer operations. It consists of Management module, MAC module, and Radio 
module. In addition, sub-modules used for both MAC and Radio modules are 
Ieee80211Mac and Ieee80211Radio. The overall structure of the modules used in the 
simulations can be seen from Figure 3-4. This module-based structure makes the 
simulation easy to be modified, reused, and removed according to requirements of 
each developer. The detail of Ieee80211Mac and Ieee80211Radio modules is 
described in Table 3-7 and 3-8, respectively. It can be observed the mechanisms of the 
proposed protocols; e.g. miniDIFS and DTN mechanisms, are added into 
Ieee8021 IMac.ned. The further detail of these proposed mechanisms will be 
explained in the following chapters.
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Table 3-2: Simulation Configuration File (vanet.ini)
# A/et802.11 Module is used in simulotions 
network = Net80211
# Random Number Generator /or stochastic simulations o/ both mobility and 
MAC modules
num-rngs = 3
**.mobility.rng-0 = 1
**.wlan[*].mac.rng-0 = 2
tkenv-plugin-path = ../../../etc/plugins
# Simulated highway scenario o/ 400m*40hm 
**.constraintAreaMinX = 0m
**.constraintAreaMinY = 0m 
**.constraintAreaMinZ = 0m 
**.constraintAreaMaxX = 40000m 
**.constraintAreaMaxY = 400m 
**.constralntAreaMaxZ = 0m
# OMNeT++ debug option 
**.debug = true 
**.coreDebug = false
# 1555802.U p  channel configurations 
**.host*.**.channelNumber = 0
# Modify carrierFreguency from 2.4GHz of 80211b to 5.890GHz of 8021Ip 
*.ChannelControl.carrierFrequency = 5.890GHz
*.ChannelControl.pMax = 20mW 
*.ChannelControl.sat = -94dBm 
*.ChannelControl.alpha = 2 
*.ChannelControl.numChannels = 1
# J555802.11p radio configurations
# Modify transmitterPower from 2mW of 80211b to 20mW of 8021Ip 
**.wlan[*].radio.transmitterPower = 20mW
**.wlan[*].radio.thermalNoise = -110dBm
# Modify sensitivity from -85dBm of 80211b to -94d8m of 8021Ip 
**.wlan[*].radio.sensitivity = -94dBm
**.wlan[*].radio.pathLossAlpha = 2 
**.wlan[*].radio.snirThreshold = 4dB
# 1555802.U p  MAC configurations
**.wlan[*].opMode = "p" # Modify opMode from 80211b to 80211p
**.wlan[*].bitrate = 18Mbps # Modify bitrote from 2Mbps to 18Mbps
**.wlan[*] .mac.slotTime = 13e-6s # Modify sLotTirne from 9us to 13e~6s
**.wlan[*].mac.miniDifsSlot=5e-6s
**.wlan[*].mac.SIFS_p=32e-6s # Setup new SIFS for ieee802.lip to 32e-6s
**.wlan[*].mac.noMiniDifsSlot=5 
**.wlan[*].mac.cwMinMulticast=15
# NIC configurations
**.wlan[*].mgmt.frameCapacity = 10 
**.wlan[*].mac.address = "auto"
**.wlan[*].mac.maxQueueSize = 14 
**.wlan[*].mac.retryLimit = 3 
**.wlan[*].mac.cwMinBroadcast = 31
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# RTB/CTB mechanism wilt activated if the message size is Larger 400 Bytes
# Note; RTB/CTB is at ways activated since the défautt message size is 500 
Bytes
**.wlan[*].mac.rtbThresholdBytes = 400B
# Configurations of the proposed protocoi
# miniDIFS (on and off)
**.wlan[*].mac.miniDifs = true
# Partition mode (2 for BIAMBV and 3 for TBIAMRy partitions)
**.wlan[*].mac.partitionmode=3
# The number of Contention Siots
#(0ptimaL value is 5 for BINABY and 4 for TBIAMPy partitions)
**.wlan[*].mac.noContentionSlot=4
# DTN (on and off)
**.wlan[*].mac.DTN= false
# Max TTt values
**.wlan[*].mac.maxTTL=100
# DTN period (Message carrying time)
**.wlan[*].mac.DTNperiod=16.3s
# Other messages, which are not the highest priority,
# will he treated as 4C2 and 4C1 according to IFFFB02.11p priority scheme 
**.wlan[*].mac.EDCA=true
**.wlan[*].mac.prioritizeMulticast=true 
**.wlan[*].mac.defaultAC=3 
**.wlan[*].mac.cwMinData=15 
**.wlan[*].mac.cwMaxData=1023
# Simulation scenario configurations
# MassMohility Model
**.host*.mobilityType = "MassMobility"
# Speed, initial position, and moving direction configurations of
# the transmitter (host[0j) and the other 10 Anchor l/ehicles 
**.host[0].mobility.speed = 22mps
**.host[1].mobility.speed = 22mps 
**.host[2].mobility.speed = 22mps 
**.host[3].mobility.speed = 22mps 
**.host[4].mobility.speed = 22mps 
**.host[5].mobility.speed = 22mps 
**.host[6].mobility.speed = 22mps 
**.host[7].mobility.speed = 22mps 
**.host[8].mobility.speed = 22mps 
**.host[9].mobility.speed = 22mps 
**.host[10].mobility.speed = 22mps
**.host[0].mobility.initialX = 20000m 
**.host[1].mobility.initialX = 18400m 
**.host[2].mobility.initialX = 18200m 
**.host[3].mobility.initialX = 14000m 
**.host[4].mobility.initialX = 12000m 
**.host[5].mobility.initialX = 10000m 
**.host[6].mobility.initialX = 8000m 
**.host[7].mobility.initialX = 6000m
**.host[8].mobility.initialX = 4000m___________________________________
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**.host[9].mobility.initialX = 2000m 
**.host[10].mobility.initialX = 0m
**.host[0
**.host[l
**.host[2
**.host[3
**.host[4
**.host[5
**.host[6
**.host[7
**.host[8
**.host[9
.mobility.startAngle = 0deg 
.mobility.startAngle = 0deg 
.mobility.startAngle = 0deg 
.mobility.startAngle = 0deg 
.mobility.startAngle = 0deg 
.mobility.startAngle = 0deg 
.mobility.startAngle = 0deg 
.mobility.startAngle = 0deg 
.mobility.startAngle = 0deg 
.mobility.startAngle = 0deg
**.host[10].mobility.startAngle = 0deg
# Rondom speed, initiol position, ond moving direction con/igurotions of
# other vehicies to reflect actual highway scenario
# Random speed from 17 to 28 mps
**.host*.mobility.speed = truncnormal(17mps, 28mps)
# Random initial position of all vehicles
**.host*.mobility.initialX = uniform(lm, 30001m)
**. host*. mobility. initialY = uniform(100m., 200m)
**.host*.mobility.initial! =0 m
# 2 moving directions (0 or 180 degree) are considered in the simulations
# A/ote; Ideg means 180-degree angle
**.host*.mobility.startAngle=uniform(0deg, Ideg)
# Speed of vehicles will change every 0.5-2 second,
# hut direction (backward or forward) is unchanged 
**.host*.mobility.initFromDisplayString = false
**.host*.mobility.changelnterval = truncnormal(0.5s, 2s)
**.host*.mobility.changeAngleBy = 0deg 
**.host*.mobility.updatelnterval = 100ms
# ip setting to support Broadcast communications 
*.host[*].networkLayer.ip.forceBroadcast = true
# Application layer configurations
# The traffic is modeled using BosicdDPApp 
*.host[*] .numlldpApps = 1
*.host[0].udpApp[0].typename = "UDPBasicApp"
*.host[*].udpApp[0].typename = "UDPBasicApp"
# Only hostfOj is transmitting messages (in case of single-transmitter 
scenario)
# Transmission starts after 1 - 3  seconds 
*.host[0].udpApp[0].startTime= uniform(ls, 3s)
# The transmission is Broadcast communication 
*.host[*].udpApp[0].destAddresses = ""
*.host[*].udpApp[0].localPort = 100 
*.host[*].udpApp[0].destPort = 100 
*.host[*].udpApp[*].receiveBroadcast = true
# Message size is set to 500 Bytes
*.host[*].udpApp[0].messageLength = 500 bytes___________________
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Figure 3-4: Overall structure of modules used in the simulations
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_________________ Table 3-3 Net80211 Module (Net80211.ned)_______________
package inet.examples.adhoc.ieee80211j
import inet.networklayer.autorouting.ipv4.IPv4NetworkConfigurator; 
import inet.nodes.inet.AdhocHost; 
import inet.world.radio.ChannelControl;
network Net80211 
{
parameters:
int numHosts; 
submodules:
host[numHosts]: AdhocHost { 
parameters:
@display("r=,,#707070;p=250,58");
}
ChannelControl: ChannelControl { 
parameters:
@display("p=60,50");
}
configurator: IPv4NetworkConfigurator {
config=xml("<configxinterface hosts='*' address='192.168.x.x' 
netmask=,255.255.0.0,/x/config>");
©display("p=140,50");
}
} ________________________________________
Table 3-4 ChannelControl Module (ChannelControl.ned) 
package inet.world.radio;
simple ChannelControl 
{
parameters:
bool coreDebug = default(false); // debug switch for core framework 
double pMax @unit("mW") = default(20mW); // maximum sending power 
used /or this network (in mf/)
double sat ©unit("dBm") = default(-110dBm); // signai attenuation 
threshold (in dBm)
double alpha = default(2); // path Loss coefficient 
double carrierFrequency ©unit("Hz") = default(2.4GHz); // base 
carrier /requency o/ ail the channels (in Hz)
int numChannels = default(1); // number of radio channels 
(frequencies)
string propagationModel 
©enumC'FreeSpaceModel","TwoRayGroundModel","RiceModel","RayleighModel","Nak 
agamiModel","LogNormalShadowingModel") = default("FreeSpaceModel"); 
@display("i=misc/sun");
©labels(node);
1 _________________________________________________________________________________
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Table 3-5 Configurator Module (IPv4NetworkConfigurator.ned) 
package inet.networklayer.autorouting.ipv4;
simple IPv4NetworkConfigurator 
{
parameters :
@display("i=block/cogwheel_s");
xml config = default(xml("<configxinterface hosts='**' 
address=,10.x.x.x' netmask=,255.x.x.x,/></config>")); // XML configuration 
parameters /or IP address assignment and adding manaai routes
bool assignAddresses = default(true)j // assign IP addresses to aLL 
inter/aces in the network
bool assignDisjunctSubnetAddresses = default(true); // avoid using 
the same address pre/ix and netmask on di//erent links when assigning IP 
addresses to inter/aces
bool addStaticRoutes = default(true); // add static routes to the 
routing tables o/ all nodes to route to all destination inter/aces (only 
where applicable; turn o/f when con/ig /ile contains manual routes)
bool addDefaultRoutes = default(true); // add defauLt routes if all 
routes /rom a source node go through the same gateway (used only i/ 
addStaticRoutes is true)
bool addSubnetRoutes = default(true); // add subnet routes instead 
o/ destination inter/ace routes (only where applicable; used only i/ 
addStaticRoutes is true)
bool optimizeRoutes = default(true); // optimize routing tables by 
merging routes, the resulting routing table might route more packets than 
the original fused only i/ addStaticRoutes is true)
bool dumpfopology = default(false); // print extracted network 
topology to the module output
bool dumpAddresses = default(false); // print assigned IP addresses 
/or all inter/aces to the module output
bool dumpRoutes = default(false); // print configured and
optimized routing tables /or all nodes to the module output
string dumpConfig = default(""); // w rite  configuration into
the given con/ig /ile that can be /ed back to speed up subsequent runs 
(network con/igurations)
J _________________________________________________________________________
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Table 3-6 AdhocHost Module (AdhocHost.ned) 
package inet.nodes.inetj
import inet.networklayer.IManetRouting;
/ /
// A wireless host containing routing, mobility and battery components.
// Supports only TfW protocol, TCP and UDP as transport protocol.
// This is a typical mobile node wbicb can participate in adhoc routing 
// and may have TCP/dOP applications installed. Supports ICMP (ping) too.
/ /
// - By de/ault contains a single wireless cards, however it can be 
configured
// by the numPadios parameter. Wirless card type is configured by the
// **.wlan.typename parameter, see: inet.linhlayer.ieee8021I or other
// modules implementing ~Ik/ireless/Vic
// - Mode mobility can be set using **.mobility.typename 
// see: inet.mobility and ~IMobility
/ /
module AdhocHost extends WirelessHost 
{
parameters:
(gldisplay ( "i=device/cellphone" ) ;
// use adhoc management
wlan[*].mgmtType = default("Ieee80211MgmtAdhoc");
// used mobile routing protocol, see: inet.networhloyer.manetrouting 
string routingProtocol 
@enum("AODVUU","DYMOUM","DYMO","DSRUU","OLSR","OLSR_ETX","DSDV_2","Batman") 
= default("");
IPForward = default(true);
submodules:
manetrouting: <routingProtocol> like IManetRouting if routingProtocol != 
. . . .  {
@display("p=522,307");
}
connections:
networklayer.manetOut --> manetrouting.from_ip if routingProtocol != 
networklayer.manetln <-- manetrouting.to_ip if routingProtocol != "";
}_________________________________________________________________________________
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Table 3-7 Ieee80211Mac Module (Ieee8021 IMac.ned) 
package inet.linklayer.ieee80211.macj
simple Ieee80211Mac 
{
parameters:
string address = default("auto"); // MAC address as hex string (12 
hex digits), or
// "outo"auto" vatues wiii be
replaced by
// a generated address in
init stage 0.
string queueModule = default(""); // name of optional, external. 
queue module
int maxQueueSize = default(50); // max queue Length in frames;
only used i/ queueModule==""
bool EDCA = default(false); // enable Enhanced Distributed Channel 
Access (802.lie)
// parameters /or EDCA = true
string classifier = default('Teee80211eClassifier"); 
int maxCategorieQueueSize = default(50); // Max queue Length in 
/rames per catégorie; only used i/ gueue^odule==""
int defaultAC = default(0); // the default AC category for frames 
tbot cannot be classi/ied
int AIFSN0 = default(7); // AIESN for background
int AIFSN1 = default(B); // AIFSN for best effort
int AIFSN2 = default(2); // AIFSN for video
int AIFSN3 = default(2); // AIFSN for voice
double TXOP0 @unit(s) = default(0s); 
double TX0P1 @unit(s) = default(0s); 
double TX0P2 @unit(s) = default(3.008ms); 
double TX0P3 @unit(s) = default(1.504ms);
// porometers /or EDCA = /olse
int AIFSN = default(2); // i/ tbere is only one AC (EDCA = /olse)
bool useModulationParameters = default(false); // if true, slot 
time, DIES, and AC/C timeout (aPHy-RX-STAET-Delay) are /unction o/ 
modulation time (2007 standard)
bool prioritizeMulticast = default(false); // if true, prioritize 
multicast /rames (9.3.2.1 Fundamental access)
double bitrate @unit("bps");
string opMode @enum("b","g","a","p") = default("g"); 
string wifiPreambleMode @enum("LONG","SHORT") = default("LONG"); // 
preamble mode; see IEEE 2007, 19.3.2
double basicBitrate @unit("bps") = default(27e6bps); 
int mtu @unit("B") = default(1500B); 
double slotTime @unit("s") = default(9us); 
int rtsThresholdBytes @unit("B") = default(2346B); // Longer 
messages will be sent using RTS/CTS
int retryLimit = default(-l); // maximum number of retries per 
message, -1 means de/ault
int cwMinData = default(-l); // contention window for normal data 
/rames, -1 means de/ault
________ int cwMaxData = default(-1); // contention window for normal data
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/rames,, -1 means de/aatt
int cwMinMulticast = default(-1); // contention window for 
broadcast messages, -1 means de/aatt 
bool fixFSM = default(true);
//The mechanisms o/ the proposed protocols; miniDi/s, OT/V operation 
bool miniDifs = default(false); 
bool DTN=default(false); 
int maxTTL=default(30);
double miniDifsSlot @unit("s") = default(5us); 
int noMiniDifsSlot=default(5); 
int noContentionSlot=default(5); 
double SIFS_p @unit("s") =default(32us); 
double DTNperiod@unit("s")=default(16.3s);
double phyHeaderLength = default(-1); // if -2, the MAC will 
compute it in /unction o/ the modulation type
bool forceBitRate = default(false); // if true, the MAC w i l l  force 
the bitrate to the physical layer
int autoBitrate @enum(0,l,2) = default(0); // 0 = constant bit rate 
(autobitrate algorithm disabled), 2 = 4RF Fate, 2 = A4FF Fate 
// parameters used by the autobitrate 
int minTimerlimeout = default(15); 
int timerTimeout = default(minTimerTimeout); 
int minSuccessThreshold = default(10); 
int successlhreshold = default(minSuccessThreshold); 
int maxSuccessThreshold = default(60); 
double successCoeff = default(2.0); 
double timerCoeff = default(2.0);
// duplicate detection
bool duplicateDetectionFilter = default(true); // whether to detect 
and /ilter out duplicate /rames
bool pureeOldTuples = default(true); // delete old tupLes in the 
duplicate list
double duplicateTimeOut @unit("s") = default(20s); // timeout for 
the duplicate detection 
// statistics
double throughputTimePeriod @unit("s") = default(0); // period of 
time used by throughput measurement statistic
bool multiMac = default(false); // allows multiples mac interfaces 
in the same linh layer
@display("i=block/layer"); 
int partitionmode=default(3);
gates:
input upperLayerln @labels(Ieee80211Frame); 
output upperLayerOut @labels(Ieee80211Frame); 
input lowerLayerln @labels(Ieee80211Frame); 
output lowerLayerOut @labels(Ieee80211Frame);
}_________________________________________________________________________________
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Table 3-8 Ieee80211Radio Module (Ieee8021 IRadio.ned) 
package inet.linklayer.ieee80211.radio;
import inet.linklayer.radio.Radio;
simple Ieee80211Radio extends Radio 
{
parameters :
gldisplay (" i=block/wrxtx" ) ;
radioModel = "Ieee80211RadioModel"; // specify the radio model
responsible /or moduiotion, error correction ond /rome length colcolotion
double snirThreshold @unit("dB") = default(4dB); // if signai-noise 
rotio is below this threshold, /rome is considered noise fin dB) 
string berTableFile = defaultf"");
string phyOpMode @enum("b","g","a","p") = default("g"); 
string wifiPreambleMode @enum("LONG","SHORT") = default("LONG"); // 
(Vi/i preombre mode leee 2007, 19.3.2
string errorModel @enum("YansModel","NistModel") = 
default("NistModel");
int btSize @unit("b") = default(8192b);// test s iz e  frame for 
4irtime linh Metric
bool airtimeLinkComputation = default(false);
bool AutoHeaderSize = default(false); // in the receiver the radio 
model compote the heoder size in /unction o/ timers ond bitrote
}_________________________________________________________________________________
In addition to the key simulation scenario based on Net80211, in Table 3-2 a random 
number generator is also implemented to give randomness during the simulations of 
both node mobility and MAC operations. The simulation scenario is simulated as a 
straight highway with 40 km in length. Since the default parameter setup in 
OMNeT++ is mostly based on IEEE802.1 lb, in this simulation the communication 
channel, the transmission radio, and the MAC parameters are re-configured according 
to IEEE802.1 Ip standard for realistic vehicular communications. Then, the main 
mechanisms of the proposed protocols are configured, such as mini-DIFS and DTN 
mechanisms. The mobility model used in the simulation is MassMobility, which 
allows nodes to move freely in the simulation area. However, in our simulation, the 
node movement direction is only limited to 0 and 180 degree to reflect the actual two- 
way road traffic. Speeds, initial positions, and moving direction of all vehicles, except 
a transmitter and anchor vehicles, are random to mimic the real highway scenario as 
well. In addition, the speed of each vehicle is varied from 60 to 100 km/h, and will be 
changed every 0.5 -  2 seconds, while the vehicles’ movement direction is maintained.
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3.4 Summary
This chapter shows an overview and a comparison of existing simulation tools in the 
market, especially for vehicular network communications. Compared to the others, 
OMNeT++ has offered a strong C++ based modeling, user-friendly GUI, diversity of 
protocols and independently-developed frameworks, and open source license. For 
these reasons, it has been chosen as a simulation platform in this thesis. In addition, 
the chapter has given an overview of how to conduct the simulations, which modules 
are used in the simulations, and how to model the vehicles’ mobility as well as 
communication operations among vehicles. It is noted that readers can refer to 
Appendix B of the thesis for the further detail of configurations and parts of 
programming code used in this thesis.
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Priority-Based Routing Protocol
Priority-based routing protocol (PRP) [84, 85] is proposed as a pioneer broadcast 
protocol for emergency message disseminations in VANETs in order to deal with 
high mobility network, scalability, distributed control, fault-tolerance, and QoS, 
which are briefly explained as follows.
Network mobility: due to dynamic topology, routing protocol must effectively tackle 
rapid topology changing in VANETs. Broadcast-based routing protocol becomes a 
possible solution. Since communication is broadcast, vehicles can transmit and 
receive information without need of knowledge where other vehicles are. Therefore, 
even if network topology keeps changing frequently, the change does not significantly 
affect the overall communication performance. Therefore, the broadcast-based 
communication, thus, is chosen to be applied to the proposed priority-based routing 
protocol in VANETs.
Network scalability: in VANETs, the number of vehicles may vary from a few to 
hundreds or thousands of vehicles depending upon time and locations. During rush 
hours, the number of vehicles will be high and becomes higher in urban area. The 
number of vehicles in this situation can climb up to hundreds or even thousands. 
Thus, in order to provide effective information routing, communication bandwidth 
must be efficiently utilized. Priority-based routing protocol in VANET applies greedy 
forwarding algorithm [86 - 89] to forward information to a furthest vehicle 
repetitively to guarantee the fastest information rebroadcasting with the fewest 
number of communication hops, and hence leads to the effective bandwidth utilization 
as shown in Figure 4-1. When a source vehicle transmits information, the forwarder 1, 
which is the furthest vehicle from the source within its communication range, will be 
elected to rebroadcast the information. The similar concept is applied for elections of 
the forwarders 2, 3, and 4 to rebroadcast the information as far as possible.
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Forwarder "Forwarder 3
Figure 4-1 : Greedy forwarding in VANET
Distributed control: a network topology in VANETs is normally flat, since all 
vehicles have equivalent roles in receiving and forwarding information. Therefore, 
there is neither a centralized unit nor a cluster head, as in a hierarchical network, to 
create and maintain communication routes. The proposed routing protocol in 
VANETs needs to be capable of creating communication routes on the fly. 
Contention-Based Forwarding (CBF) [90 - 92], which is an algorithm to forward 
information based on a contention mechanism on MAC layer, is also implemented in 
priority-based routing protocol in order to provide a fully distributed forwarder 
election. Figure 4-2 demonstrates an example of a contention-based forwarding 
algorithm. After vehicle 1 finishes broadcasting a message M l, the other two 
vehicles; vehicles 2 and 3, wait for Distributed Inter-Frame Space (DIFS); a 
mandatory waiting period as in IEEE802.il standard. They then contend for channel 
access by waiting for different values of Contention Window Sizes (S). In our 
proposal, S for vehicle 3 is shorter than that of vehicle 2, since vehicle 3 is further 
from vehicle 1 than vehicle 2. Thus, after waiting for the end of contention period, 
vehicle 3 starts rebroadcasting the message M l, and hence it is elected as a forwarder. 
Vehicle 2 loses the forwarder election and does nothing.
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Figure 4-2: An Example of Contention-based forwarding Algorithm
Fault-tolerance: due to a harsh environment in VANETs, such as high mobility and 
high signal interference because of buildings and other vehicles, information routing 
is prone to be error frequently. In order to overcome communication errors, the 
routing protocol has to create a route on the fly and has no need of route maintenance. 
Contention-based forwarding in broadcast communication becomes a feasible 
solution.
QoS: in vehicular environment, diverse kinds of situations can occur ranging from a 
very serious and time-critical event such as an accident to a very general event such as 
a traffic jam. Therefore, time-critical information needs to be transmitted faster and 
more reliably than non-sensitive information, and hence leads to a priority scheme. 
DEEE802.11e [93] which is a standard to provide different qualities of service to 
different traffic categories is applied to our proposed priority-based routing protocol 
in VANETs to achieve priority-based information routing. All information will be 
tagged according to their sensitivity and seriousness, before being transmitted. The 
serious information will be transmitted faster since it waits for shorter time to access 
communication channel. The general information, on the other hand, need to wait 
longer and hence it experience longer delay.
4.1 Overview
Priority based Routing Protocol (PRP) has been proposed based on IEEE802.11p 
standard to provide i) fully distributed routing protocol, ii) different quality of
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services (QoS) for different message priorities, iii) maximum message dissemination 
distance per hop.
PRP is based on broadcast communication, so that the protocol does not require 
routing maintenance. Only farthest vehicle will be distributively elected as a 
forwarder and rebroadcast safety messages for network scalability reason. In this 
chapter, we assume that all vehicles have equipped with Global Positioning System 
(GPS) to retrieve their locations and sensors to check for abnormality on the vehicles. 
The vehicles are also assumed to have enough storage to store emergency messages 
for redundancy check.
DIFS DIFS _ S of General Message
"4 ----------- ►
^  PIFS ^
: ^
|S of Very 
1 Urgent Message
Channel Busy I Idle Transmission of Very Urgent Message
j Contention j Very Urgent Message wins
Defer Access  | to io d  Channel Contention
Figure 4-3: Contention mechanism for message prioritization
Contention mechanism as a part of IEEE802.11p is applied to PRP for emergency 
message disseminations as well as forwarder elections. Message prioritization means 
very urgent and time-critical messages will be transmitted first then other less urgent 
messages by contending for channel access with a smaller contention window size (S) 
as illustrated in Figure 4-3.
The contention mechanism at the same time is also used for the election of 
forwarders. The furthest vehicle in a direction of information dissemination trends to 
be elected as a forwarder to make a large progress of message rebroadcasting 
similarly to the greedy forwarding concept; i.e. transmitting messages as far as 
possible. In order to select the furthest vehicle, communication coverage area is 
partitioned into different sectors. All vehicles have capability of estimating their own 
positions as well as the sectors they belong to. Vehicles belong to the outermost sector 
will access channel first then the others by using defined S and hence gain higher 
probability to become the selected forwarder. However, there are two special cases 
that some vehicles have higher priority than vehicles on the outermost sector. Firstly,
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in case that communication area covers a road intersection, vehicles located in the 
intersection become the best alternative to act as a forwarder. This is due to the fact 
that vehicles on the intersection can effectively rebroadcast messages to all road 
segments. Thus, we compromise greedy forwarding by assigning smaller contention 
window to vehicles on the intersection than the furthest vehicles. Secondly, a vehicle, 
which has an accident itself, should have the highest priority to transmit a safety 
message. Therefore, the smallest contention window is actually assigned to such 
vehicle.
Sector 1 'Sector2 Sector 10
Figure 4-4: Communication sector divisions for a forwarder election
Table 4-1: Message Priority (?) Assignment
Message Priority (?) Priority Index (I)
1 I >=5
2 5 > I >=2.5
3 I <2.5
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In our proposal, as an example, we divide communication area into 10 sectors. Sector 
1 is the innermost sector and sector 10 is the outermost sector as illustrated in Figure 
4-4. Vehicles in the outmost sector (sector 10) are preference for a forwarder election, 
since they can furthest forward information to other following vehicles and hence they 
should have higher chance to be elected as a forwarder than other vehicles in other 
sectors. In this case, number of sectors, N, will become 12; number of sectors + two 
special cases.
Message Priority (P) depends upon not only message’s urgency but dissemination 
distance as well. The very urgent message at the first transmission will be assigned 
the highest priority (P =1). However, when the message is repetitively rebroadcasted 
far away from an accident location, the priority drops (P increases) due to the fact that 
the message becomes no longer urgent. Thus, P of the message will become higher 
(lower important) when dissemination distance increases. This mechanism is applied 
to all message types.
In order to calculate P, we assume that messages have three levels of urgencies, which 
are very urgent, urgent, and general messages. A value of Priority Index (7) depends 
on how fast a message priority decreased regarding dissemination distance. Thus, any 
decreasing functions can be implemented to determine the value of I  according to the 
system’s requirement. One example implemented in this thesis is a use of exponential 
decreasing function shown in (4-1).
I = ke('a05*d) (4-1)
where k is priority coefficient, which represents how quickly the message priority 
dropped. This value can also be calibrated according to different network’s 
requirements. As an example, in this work, k has been set to 10, 5, and 2 for very 
urgent, urgent, and general messages, respectively, d is dissemination distance from a 
location of occurred event; e.g. the distance between event’s and receiver’s locations. 
As I  is exponential function of <7, a characteristic of I  values can be observed in Figure 
4-5. It is noticed that I  of all message’s urgencies is dropping while d is increasing. P 
is assigned according to the value of I, as shown in Table 4-1. P=l; the highest 
message priority is assigned to messages if their indexes are greater than 5. P=2 is 
assigned to messages of which indexes are between 5 and 2.5, and messages of which
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indexes are lower than 2.5 will be assigned P=3 which is the lowest priority. 
Consequently, a very urgent message will have highest priority (P =1) only if it is 
broadcasted within the first 14 km. Further from that, priority of the message will be 
decreased (P =2). Eventually, the message will be assigned the lowest priority (P=3), 
when its dissemination distance becomes greater than 28 km. as illustrated in Figure 
4-5.
Priority Index (I)
12
10
8
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Figure 4-5: Characteristic of Priority Index (/) and Message Priority (P)
To accomplish prioritization scheme based on both message’s urgency and 
dissemination distance, non-overlapping contention window size (S), assigned for 
each particular message and each particular vehicle, will be differentiated regarding 
priority of messages and how far a vehicle is. We propose to determine S value 
according to (4-2) and (4-3) shown below.
C = (N-n  +1) + (#*  (P-l)) (4-2)
S=  {(C-l)W, (C-1)W+1, ... , C*W-1} (4-3)
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where C is access category, N  is a. number of sectors, n is sector number to which a 
vehicle belongs, and W is contention window width.
ro coroo
co01co
Figure 4-6: An example of Contention Window Size (S) values
Table 4-2: Example values of access category (Q
Sect. (n) Message Priority (P)
P=1 P=2 P=3
1 12 24 36
2 11 23 35
3 10 22 34
4 9 21 33
5 8 20 32
6 7 19 31
7 6 18 30
8 5 17 29
9 4 16 28
10 3 15 27
11 2 14 26
12 1 13 25
An example of S values is depicted in Figure 4-6. It is observed that the lower value 
of C, the smaller value of S. Thus, lower value of C has higher priority. According to 
Table 4-2, P =1 has higher priority than the others, when they are compared within 
the same sector. Besides, vehicles in the outermost sector have higher priority than the 
others in inner sectors, when they are compared within the same P, except two special 
cases, sector 11 and 12. As previously mentioned, sector 12 is for the first
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transmission of each message, which should has the highest priority according to its 
P. Similarly, sector 11 is assigned for vehicles on road’s intersection, which should 
have higher priority than vehicles in the outermost sector, due to effective message 
rebroadcast to all other road segments. Figure 4-7 illustrates priority queue on each 
vehicle. There are 36 queues according to 36 values of Access Category (C). Each 
information message, after priority calculation, will be put into each queue and 
contend for channel access with different values of S regarding the queue that the 
message belongs to.
H i » h P i i v i i t Y    .......................     » - .  L o w P u v u t v
T iv u m m s s io n  A t te m p t
Backoff
(VV)
Backoff
(XV)
Backoff
(XV)
S c h e d u le r
Figure 4-7: Priority queue on each vehicle
4.2 Reliability Enhancement
PRP achieves communication high reliability only within a short dissemination 
distance [84]. In order to enhance performance of PRP in term of reliability, an 
implicit acknowledgement along with a retransmission mechanism has been applied 
to the protocol called Priority based Routing Protocol with Reliability Enhancement 
(PRP-RE). Thus, PRP-RE not only has the same goals as PRP has, but also has 
additional capability of improving communication reliability as well as furthering 
communication range.
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Implicit acknowledge is commonly implemented in broadcast communication 
environment so as to guarantee a successful transmission. In fact, implicit 
acknowledge is nothing, but the same message retransmitted by other vehicles and 
also received by the previous sender. Thus, in this case the sender learns that the 
previous transmission is successful. After a period of time called timeout, if the 
sender does not receive any implicit acknowledgment, the sender assumes a fail 
transmission and retransmits the message again. This gives more chance for messages 
to be rebroadcasted and hence increase communication reliability.
The retransmission limit is implemented to avoid an infinite retransmission. A sender 
may not get implicit acknowledgement due to network partitioning. Without 
retransmission limit the sender will keep infinitely retransmitting such message, 
resulting in wasting of bandwidth. In contrast, with retransmission limit, such as 3 
times, the sender will attempt to retransmission any messages only three times. If all 
three attempts are unsuccessful, the message will be discarded in order for utilizing 
channel bandwidth.
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Figure 4-8: Priority based Routing Protocol Diagrams
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Figure 4-8 shows a comparison of PRP’s and PRP-RE’s state diagrams. Each vehicle 
is initially in idle state. Upon an event occurred or message received, the vehicle 
moves to message creation or message processing state respectively. Priority then will 
be determined before the vehicle starts contending for message transmission. PRP 
transmits the message only one time and then returns to idle regardless either 
successful or failure transmission shown in Figure 4-8 (a). PRP-RE, on the other 
hand, keeps rebroadcasting the message as long as either it does not received implicit 
acknowledgement back or number of retransmission attempt is still lower than the 
retransmission limit, otherwise the retransmission will be discarded and the state will 
change to idle shown in Figure 4-8 (b).
According to repetitive transmission mechanism, each message will be further 
distributed, and hence the mechanism helps to increase the reception rate as well as 
expand communication distance in PRP-RE.
4.3 Performance Evaluation
We have evaluated performance of PRP and PRP-RE via OMNeT++ [79] in terms of 
average MAC delay, message reception rate, message collision rate, and message 
dissemination distance per hop. We performed two different simulations; i) Fixed- 
velocity scenario aims to basically study impacts of parameters on PRP’s 
performance, and ii) Varied-velocity scenario aims to evaluate and compare how 
effectively PRP and PRP-RE performs in realistic vehicular environments.
4.3.1 Fixed-Velocity Scenario
In this section, we conduct experiments to investigate impacts of different parameters, 
such as contention widow, packet size, message priority, and the number of vehicles, 
on PRP’s performance. The mobility model used in the simulation is linear mobility 
model in which all vehicles move with constant velocity at 110 km/h. This vehicle 
speed will be randomly changed in the next simulation section to efficiently reflect 
the actual traffic movement in highway environment. According to IEEE802.11p 
standard [94], OFDM is implemented in conjunction with a 16-QAM modulation 
scheme and Vi coding rate in the physical layer. Additionally, the propagation model
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used in the simulation is Rayleigh model with standard values of transmission power, 
thermal noise, radio sensitivity, path loss, and SNIR threshold concluded in Table 4-3.
Table 4-3: Default Parameter Values of Fixed-Velocity Scenario
Parameters Default Values
Standard IEEE802.1 Ip
Scenario Area 100,000x100 m2
Vehicle’s Position Random
Mobility Model Linear Mobility Model
Propagation Model Rayleigh Propagation Model
Vehicle’s Speed 110 km/h
Bit Rate 18 Mbps
Transmission Power 20mW
Thermal Noise -1 lOdBm
Radio Sensitivity -94dBm
Path Loss 2
SNIR Threshold 4dBm
Communication Range 250 m.
Sector Width 25 m.
Total Number of Vehicles 20 vehicles
Number of Transmission Vehicle 1 vehicle
Priority of Messages Very Urgent Message
Packet Type UDP
Packet Size 500 Bytes
Packet Frequency 2 sec
Contention Window Width 50 time slots
Simulation Time 500 sec
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Figure 4-9: Impact of W on MAC delay
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4.3.1.1 Contention Window
In the first simulation, we investigate an impact of contention window width (W) on 
PRP’s performance by varying W values from 10 to 100. We can observe from Figure 
4-9 that, with the same value of W, Cl messages (messages of 1st access category) 
face with the lowest and C6 messages face with the highest MAC delay. According to 
a forwarder election, vehicles belong to the inmost sector have to wait the longest to 
contend for channel access leading to the longest delay. C3 waits for shorter time than 
C6 and has lower delay. As shown in Table 4-2, C6 belongs to 7th sector while C3 
belongs to 10th sectors; the outmost sector. Cl belongs to 12th sector, which is a 
special sector assigned for the vehicle which faces with accident itself and has highest 
priority to send a message with lowest delay.
However, when we compare delay of same C messages with different W, we observe 
that the larger W, the longer delay each message gains. This is because the larger W 
normally results in longer contention time and causes longer transmission delay. 
Nevertheless, the delay increment of Cl is smaller than that of C6, due to our 
proposed priority scheme.
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Figure 4-10: Impact of W on percentage of received packets
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Figure 4-11: Impact of W on percentage of collisions
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Figure 4-12: Impact of packet size on MAC delay
Besides, we notice that percentage of received packets increases when W becomes 
larger. This can be explained as W is wider, contention becomes less intensive, 
decreasing collision rate and hence increasing reception rate as illustrated in from 
Figures 4-10 and 4-11. Therefore, the calibration of W becomes a trade-off between 
communication delay and reliability.
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4.3.1.2 Packet Size
To observe the effect of packet size on transmission delay, we vary packet size from 
500 to 1,500 Bytes. Figure 4-12 shows messages with packet size smaller than 1,000 
Bytes have same MAC delay. However, the delay becomes higher, once the size of 
packet is greater than 1,000 Bytes. This behaviour can be explained as size of packets 
become larger, transmission time becomes longer. Therefore, all vehicles have to wait 
longer for channel access resulting in higher delay. Besides, we also observe when the 
packet size is larger, reception rate declines due to higher transmission failures.
4.3.1.3 Message Priority
According to our goal, PRP is proposed to provide differential services for different 
message priorities. Thus, in this scenario, we have run three tests. During each test, 
only one vehicle transmits messages according to Pril, Pri2 and Pri3, respectively. 
Figure 4-13 shows differential service in term of delay for different message 
priorities. As we expected the Pril message experiences lower delay compared with 
Pri2 and Pri3 messages, which results from the proposed contention scheme.
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Figure 4-13: Impact of message priority on MAC delay
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Figure 4-14: Impact of number of vehicles on percentage of received packets
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Figure 4-15: Impact of number of vehicles on percentage of collisions
4.3.1.4 Number of Vehicles
We also study an effect of the number of vehicles in the network on performance of 
PRP. The simulation indicates that MAC delay becomes proportional to all access 
categories, regardless the number of vehicles. However, as it is noticed that the higher 
number of vehicles increases collision rate and lowers reception rate, because many 
vehicles contend to be a forwarder and hence it causes a lot of transmission failures as 
illustrated in Figures 4-14 and 4-15.
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Figure 4-16: Impact of number of transmission vehicles on reception percentage
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Figure 4-17: Impact of number of transmission vehicles on collision percentage
4.3.1.5 Number of Transmission Vehicles
An impact of the number of transmission vehicles on performance of PRP is 
investigated in this section. We increase the number of the transmission vehicles from 
1 to 5. All transmission vehicles randomly generate messages belonging to different 
priorities with approximately 1 message every 2 sec. Thus, when the number of
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transmission vehicles increases, the number of transmitted packets in the network also 
increases, packet collisions become intensified, lowering packet reception rate. 
However, Figures 4-16 and 4-17 show the tendencies of both reception and collision 
percentages become quite stable when number of vehicles equals to 3 vehicles, due to 
collision avoidance provided by the back-off mechanism.
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Figure 4-18: Varied-velocity scenario
4.3.2 Varied-Velocity Scenario
In this section, we evaluate performance of PRP in more realistic vehicular scenario. 
In this scenario, there are three vehicles, which randomly transmit packets belonging 
to different priorities at approximate rate of every 2 sec. Fifteen anchor vehicles are 
placed following all three transmitters at every 1 km. (15 km. in total) in order to 
measure reception rate of vehicles at different distances. The anchor vehicles act as 
sink nodes and do not participate in the communication such as message forwarding. 
The rest of vehicles are randomly placed in the simulation as shown in Figure 4-18. 
All transmitters and anchor vehicles move with the same speed at 110 km/h so that 
the distances among themselves are maintained, while the rest of vehicles are 
randomly moving with vehicular speed ranging from 80 to 140 km/h. It is noted that 
all anchor vehicles cannot communicate with the others because the distance between 
all of them (1 km.) are further than their communication ranges (250 m.) Thus, all 
vehicles need intermediate vehicles to forward messages to them. We increase the
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number of vehicles to investigate performance of PRP. Other default parameter values 
are shown in Table 4-4.
Table 4-4: Default Parameter Values of Varied-Velocity Scenario
Parameters Default Values
Number of Transmission Vehicles 3 vehicles
Total Number of Vehicles 750-6,000 vehicles
Message Priority Random
Packet Frequency Uniform distributed (Is,3s)
Mobility Model Linear Mobility
Propagation Model Rayleigh Propagation Model
Vehicle’s Speed Uniform distributed (80,140 km/h)
Contention Window 50 time slots
Retransmission Limit 3 Times
Timeout Period 7,000 ps.
P e rcen tag e  of R eceived Packets VS Total N um ber o f Vehicles
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Figure 4-19: Percentage of receptions vs. Total number of vehicles
The result shows MAC delay is still proportionally maintained according to 
messages’ priority. In addition, Figure 4-19 shows results of packet reception rate of 
all anchor vehicles at different distances ranging from 1 to 15 km., when the total 
number of vehicles in the network increases. At the low number of vehicles, such as 
750, only vehicles within the first 4 km. receive some messages, because vehicles 
density is low resulting in network portioning and unreachable messages. Once the
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total number of vehicles increases the reception rate increases up to one point (3,000 
vehicles), the reception rate starts decreasing again. As the number of vehicles 
increases, the network partitioning problem is alleviated causing higher reception rate 
for all vehicles. However, up to one point, the number of vehicles becomes too high 
and causes intensive contention. This leads to high collision as well as transmission 
failures, resulting in lowering reception rate again.
Besides, if we observe the reception rate of vehicles belong to different distances, we 
can notice that the further the vehicles are, the lower the reception rate becomes. For 
example, at 3,000 vehicles, vehicles in the first 1 km. can gain at least 96.68% in 
reception rate compared with vehicle at 15 km., which can gain only 44.52% in 
reception rate. This reception may be considered a little bit low, however, to increase 
percentage of reception, we also proposed to enhance PRP’s reliability by 
implementing an implicit acknowledge mechanism to periodically retransmit 
messages until the implicit acknowledgement is received. The performance 
comparison will be investigated in the next section.
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Figure 4-20: Packet dissemination distance per hop
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Figure 4-20 illustrates the dissemination distance of packets in the network. As we 
can notice, most of the packets (37%) are transmitted as far as 200-225 m. per hop. 
Since the cutting edge communication range has been set to 250 m., sometimes the 
packets can reach such distance but there may not be any candidate forwarders at that 
particular distance. This explains why PRP cannot provide the maximum 
dissemination distance at 250 m.
4.3.3 Varied-Velocity Scenario with Reliability Enhancement
Simulations have also been set up to evaluate PRP-RE’s performance in terms of 
average MAC delay, message reception and collision rates, and dissemination 
distance.
We implement the same scenario we used in Section 4.3.2 to investigate performance 
of PRP-RE by increasing the number of vehicles as well as the number of 
retransmission limit. Other default parameters according to IEEE802.il standard [94] 
are shown in Table 4-4.
4.3.3.1 MAC Delay
We investigate an impact of the number of vehicles and retransmission limit on MAC 
delay of different priorities of messages shown in Figure 4-21. Firstly, we observe 
that PRP-RE provides proportional MAC delay for different message’s priorities, 
because a message belongs to access category 1, Cl, (the highest priority) experiences 
the lowest delay, while C25 faces the highest. It is also noticed that at the low number 
of vehicles the MAC delay increases, once the number of retransmission limit 
increases. Due to network partitioning, a lot of messages may be dropped. However, 
when number of retransmission increases, messages have higher chance to be 
successfully transmitted with a trade-off of longer latency. Therefore, average MAC 
delay becomes larger. Nevertheless, the retransmission limit does not impact the delay 
when the number of vehicles is larger. Due to higher number of vehicles, several 
messages are successfully transmitted at the first attempt. Therefore, the delay is 
regardless of the number of retransmission.
Consequently, we recommend the high value of retransmission limits in a network 
with low number of vehicles to increase the reception rate as a trade-off with larger
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MAC delay. It can be noticed that Figure 4-21 shows the results starting from the 
number of vehicles at 750 vehicles, because at the lower number of vehicles, the 
difference in term of MAC delay of different retransmission limits is very large 
making the graph unreadable. Therefore, Figure 4-21 and some following figures in 
this chapter only illustrate a zoom-in version of the results starting from the number of 
vehicles at 750 vehicles.
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Figure 4-21: Impact of vehicle number and retransmission limit on MAC delay of
different priorities of messages
Figure 4-22: Impact of vehicle number and retransmission limit on reception rate
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4.3.3.2 Reception Rate
An impact of vehicles’ number and retransmission limit on reception rate is shown in 
Figure 4-22. We observe that the larger number of vehicles, the higher reception rate, 
due to network partitioning problem mitigated by the larger number of vehicles. 
Besides, when the value of retransmission limit increases, the reception rate also 
increases. The reason is the higher number of retransmission limit, the higher rate of 
successfully transmission. Therefore, the optimal value of retransmission limit is 
3times or higher.
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Figure 4-23: Proportional reception rates for different priorities of messages
In addition, we also assign the retransmission limits of very urgent, urgent, and 
general messages to 5, 3, and 1 respectively to observe the proportional QoS in term 
of reception rate achieved by PRP-RE. Figure 4-23 shows the reception rates of the 
first kilometer of the communication of all three message priorities. At the low 
number of vehicles, the transmission fails frequently due to the network portioning 
problem. However, different values of retransmission limits help decreasing the 
failures and provide proportional successful reception rate; i.e. Cl experiences the 
highest successful reception rate, while C25 faces with the lowest. At the higher 
number of vehicles, most of the transmissions become successful without
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retransmissions, because the network is well connected. Thus, all messages 
experience almost the same rate of reception (roughly 96%), regardless their 
priorities. It is noted that Figure 4-23 only shows the performance evaluation result 
starting from 750 vehicles, because at the lower number of vehicles, such as 100 
vehicles, the different in term of MAC delay will be very large. This makes the result 
at the higher number of vehicles unreadable if it has been included in the graph.
,erofVe/,/c/<
Figure 4-24: Impact of vehicle number and retransmission limit on collision rate 
4.3.3.3 Collision Rate
Figure 4-24 shows an impact of the number of vehicles and retransmission limit on 
the collision rate. A similar trend is observed as the number of vehicles grows, the 
collision becomes more intensified. In addition, when the retransmission limit 
increases, the collision rate also increases. However, this increase is not significant 
because each vehicle will stop retransmitting a message as soon as it receives an 
implicit acknowledge regardless the retransmission limit.
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Figure 4-25: Impact of vehicle number with 3-time retransmission on reception rate at
different distances.
4.3.3.4 Impact of Retransmission Limit on Overall Reception Rate
Figures 4-19 and 4-25 illustrate the reception rate of PRP and PRP-RE with 3-time 
retransmission of the different numbers of vehicles, respectively. During the first few 
kilometres, the receptions are similar for both scenarios. Nevertheless, the further 
messages disseminate, the better PRP-RE with 3-time retransmission becomes. Due to 
no retransmission applied in PRP, some of messages collided with each other have no 
chance to be retransmitted. In contrast, with 3-time retransmission, PRP-RE provides 
more chances to collided messages to be continuously disseminated. This results in a 
major reliability improvement. For example, at 4,500 vehicles, PRP-RE with 3-time 
retransmission achieves at least 80% in reception rate within 15 km, while PRP with 
attains approximately 44%. This almost 100% improvement is a result from the 
reliability enhancement.
4.4 Summary
The proposed PRP and PRP-RE based on the IEEE802.11p have achieved 1) fully 
distributed routing protocol; 2) different QoS for different types of messages; 3) 
maximum communication reliability and message dissemination distance per hop. In
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addition, PRP-RE also attains a significant improvement of reliability and extension 
of dissemination distance. The novelty of the proposed mechanism is to treat different 
types of messages with different priorities and deliver these messages efficiently.
However, due to the back-off process, the latency becomes larger in PRP once a 
density and a size of network increase, resulting in large performance gap and delay 
jitter. Consequently, Trinary Partitioned Black-Burst based Broadcast protocol 
(3P3B), which will be presented in the next chapter, is proposed to deal with this 
contention period jitter by stabilizing this period as constant as possible regardless 
vehicle density and network size.
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Trinary Partitioned Black-Burst based 
Broadcast Protocol
In this chapter, a more efficient Trinary Partitioned Black-Burst based Broadcast 
protocol (3P3B) is proposed as a robust multi-hop broadcast protocol for time-critical 
EM disseminations in VANETs. 3P3B enables the faster and more reliable EM 
dissemination by shortening the channel access time and especially reducing the 
contention period jitter.
3P3B comprises of two main mechanisms. The first one is an innovative mini-DIFS 
enhancement in MAC sub-layer. This is a channel access mechanism that allows 
time-critical EMs to access a channel faster with low contention. Instead of waiting 
for the whole Distributed Inter-Frame Space (DIFS) period, the time-critical EMs 
only wait for a fraction of DIFS to access the channel. Thus, the mini-DIFS gives the 
time-critical EMs a higher priority. The second mechanism is a novel trinary 
partitioning introduced in a forwarding process. In this mechanism, the 
communication area is repetitively partitioned into small sectors. Only the furthest 
possible vehicle in the furthest sector from the sender node performs forwarding to 
increase the average dissemination speed.
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Figure 5-1: The system model
5.1 Overview
This chapter firstly describes a system model, including the specifications of the 
network considered in this chapter. Then, the proposed 3P3B protocol is explained.
5.1.1 System Model
The system model is illustrated in Figure 5-1. We mainly consider a VANET in a 
highway environment, where there is no support of infrastructure units, such as Road 
Side Units (RSUs), for communication. In Figure 5-1 (a), vehicles moving on a 
highway directly communicate among themselves via IEEE 802.l ip  network 
communication interfaces. Vehicles from both directions on the highway can
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participate in the dissemination. The opportunistic use of the reverse traffic effectively 
extends the range in the forward direction. Such communication works on the fly in a 
flat network, i.e., vehicles are equal with no clusters head or gateways. In reality, a 
bursty traffic of the same emergency messages could be possible, if there are many 
vehicles involving in the same event. However, such bursty traffic is out of a scope of 
this thesis, since we assume that an application layer can get rid of the busrty traffic 
by filtering the redundant EMs out and allowing only one EM to be broadcasted per 
event per hop.
Figure 5-1 (b) illustrates a detailed view of the system model. A vehicle is equipped 
with On-Board communication Unit (OBU) for Vehicle-to-Vehicle communications 
(V2V), and sensors such as a Global Positioning System (GPS) and database units to 
store packet information such as packet sequential number. Abnormality detection 
and the location of each vehicle can be sensed from vehicle sensors which are then 
processed, and finally transferred to OBU. The communication antennas are 
omnidirectional, which allows the vehicles to directly communicate with each other, 
when they are in the communication range of each other or the power of the received 
signal is above a certain threshold. As in [29 - 37], this work also assumes that all of 
vehicles are equipped with GPS, which allows the vehicles to instantly learn their 
positions. GPS is assumed to provide time synchronization among the vehicles as 
well.
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Figure 5-2: The procedure of 3P3B protocol
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5.1.2 The Proposed 3P3B Protocol
The protocol consists of three phases: 1) mini-DIFS 2) trinary partitioning and 3) 
collision handling and data transmission. The mini-DIFS is designed for fast channel 
access of the time-critical messages, while the trinary partitioning deals with 
reduction of contention jitter and selection of the furthest forwarder in each hop. 
Consequently, the trinary partitioning attains faster average dissemination speed. In 
addition, RTB/CTB (Request-to-Broadcast/Clear-to-Broadcast), similar to RTS/CTS 
(Request-to-Send/Clear-to-Send), is also adopted in the trinary partitioning phase to 
eliminate the hidden terminal problem in wireless communications. Finally, in the 
case of collisions, the collision handling and data transmission phase gives a collided 
packet more chances to be retransmitted in order to increase the packet delivery ratio. 
Figure 5-2 (a) illustrates the whole procedure of 3P3B protocol. In summary, the 
process starts with the mini-DIFS for channel contention, followed by a RTB 
transmission. At time tu which is embedded in the received RTB packet, all receivers 
simultaneously broadcast black-burst BA, followed by the trinary partition and 
contention handling periods to only select the furthest possible vehicle as the next-hop 
forwarder. Then, a CTB is transmitted by the forwarder followed by Short Inter-Frame 
Space (SIFS) period and then the data transmission. The whole procedure will be 
repeated for the next-hop communication. More detail of each phase is given as 
follows.
5.1.2.1 Mini-DIFS
Mini-DIFS [95, 96] is an amendment to Enhanced Distributed Channel Access 
(EDCA) function of IEEE 802.11p. The idea of mini-DIFS is to utilize DIFS period 
for transmission of time-critical EMs. When a time-critical EM arrives at MAC layer 
and becomes ahead of the transmission queue, instead of waiting for the whole DIFS 
period before contending for channel access, it waits only for a fraction of DIFS, 
which is shorter than the shortest Arbitrary Inter-Frame Space (AIFS) of EDCA 
function, and starts contention earlier than other non-critical EMs. This mechanism 
gives a clear advantage to reduce the average channel access delay for the time- 
critical EMs.
The length of mini-slot (/) and the number of mini-slots (w) can be calculated as
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/ = 2.d + Tswitch (5-1)
w = (5-2)
where d is the maximum channel propagation delay within the transmission range R. 
Tswitch is a duration required by a transceiver to switch between transmission and 
reception modes. TDIf s  and TSif s  are standard durations of DIFS and SIFS, 
respectively. As soon as the communication channel becomes idle, to give priority to 
the time-critical EM, a vehicle, which is attempting to broadcast the time-critical EM, 
will randomly pick ith mini-slot from (0 , w]. The waiting timer, Tw, can finally be 
calculated as in (5-3).
Since the mini-DIFS deals only within the DIFS period, it is still fully compatible and 
also strictly complies with all the Inter-Frame Space (IFS) procedures of the 
IEEE802.il standard. It can be noticed from (5-2) and (5-3) that SIFS period has been 
taken into account while determining the values of w and Tw, so that the protocol does 
not interfere with SIFS period. The minimum value of the waiting time must always 
be greater than SIFS. Therefore, the implementation of mini-DIFS will not make any 
instability in communications.
The mini-DIFS mechanism always gives a pre-emptive channel access priority to the 
time-critical EM. After the waiting time has expired, the sender transmits a Request- 
to-Broadcast (RTB) packet and waits for a Clear-to-Broadcast (CTB) packet 
transmitted back from the next-hop forwarder. This RTB/CTB, in this scenario, is 
deployed to get rid of the hidden terminal as well as the broadcast storm problems. 
Depending on reception of RTB, all vehicles in the sender’s communication range 
simultaneously broadcast black-burst BAt i.e., the jamming signal. When the sender 
receives BA, it deduces that there is at least one candidate forwarder. At this stage, the 
trinary partitioning process will start. Otherwise, the sender concludes that there is no 
candidate forwarder. Thus, the sender waits for a certain period of time and restarts 
the mini-DIFS process again.
Tw -  i(l) + Tsifs (5-3)
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Figure 5-3: Example of the trinary partitioning with 3 iterations (N=3)
5.1.2.2 Trinary Partitioning
As presented previously, after all the receivers, in this case they are also the potential 
forwarders, have received the RTB packet sent from the sender, they simultaneously 
broadcast black-burst BA> to let the sender knows that there is at least one candidate 
forwarder in his/her communication range. The next operation is to select the furthest 
possible forwarder from the sender to forward the EM to the next hop with the largest 
progress range per hop. This can be done by utilizing the concept of trinary 
partitioning.
This function can be explained using an example as shown in Figure 5-3. This 
example demonstrates how the trinary partitioning operates with 3 iterations, N=3. In 
the first iteration, after transmissions of BA by the potential forwarders, the potential 
forwarders divide the communication range of the sender, R, into 3 partitions and then 
determine their corresponding partitions. These partitions are called inner, middle, 
and outer partitions, respectively, starting from the sender side. This division of the 
sender communication range into 3 sub-partitions can be easily implemented by all 
the potential forwarders in a distributed manner by referring to the location
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information of the sender embedded in the RTB packet that each potential forwarder 
received and the default communication range of the sender from the standard. The 
potential forwarders also refer to their own locations from GPS devices to determine 
their corresponding partitions.
During an iteration of the trinary partitioning, all potential forwarders will follow 3 
procedures presented below.
• Procedurel: All the potential forwarders, who are in the outer partition will 
simultaneously broadcast a black-burst, B, only during the first time slot and 
conclude that they are the best candidate forwarders of this iteration.
• Procedurel: For the potential forwarders, who locate in the second partition, they 
will firstly listen to the channel during the first time slot, and then broadcast a 
black-burst during the second time slot if and only if  they do not hear any black- 
burst transmission during the first time slot and conclude that they are the best 
candidate forwarders of this iteration. Otherwise, they will leave the trinary 
partitioning process because there are better candidate forwarders in the outer 
partition.
• Procedures: The potential forwarders of the inner partition will not broadcast any 
black-burst at all but only listen to the channel during both time slots. If there is 
no black-burst transmission during both time slots, they conclude that they are the 
best candidate forwarders so far. Otherwise, they will leave the trinary 
partitioning process because there are better candidate forwarders in the other 
partitions.
In the example of Figure 5-3, as it can be seen, during the first iteration, there are 
vehicles present in the outer partition. Thus, these vehicles broadcast a black-burst 
simultaneously during the first time slot according to Procedurel. The rest of the 
vehicles in both middle and inner partitions, including the sender, will sense the 
black-burst broadcasting during the first time slot. Thus, they leave the trinary 
partitioning process and conclude that there are the better candidate forwarders in the 
outer partition. The first iteration of the trinary partitioning is terminated within only 
one time slot. The width of the selected partition will be reduced to R/SN each
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iteration, where N  is the number of iterations. Thus, as a result of the first iteration, 
the width of the selected partition (the outer partition in this case) is decreased to R/3.
When the first iteration ends, the second iteration starts. The vehicles in the selected 
partition of the first iteration divide such partition into 3 sub-partitions. During the 
second iteration, there is no vehicle in the outer partition in Figure 5-3; thus, there will 
be no black-burst broadcasted during the first time slot. By following Procedurel, 
vehicles of the middle partition will broadcast black-burst during the second time slot 
(after sensing that the first time slot is idle). Consequently, the sender and the rest of 
vehicles in the inner partition conclude that there are the better candidate forwarders 
in the middle partition. The second iteration then ends with the partition’s width 
reduced to RI31. Two more time slots are spent in this iteration.
During the third iteration in Figure 5-3, the selected partition is again divided into 3 
sub-partitions. In this case, there is no vehicle available in both outer and middle 
partitions. Thus, no black-burst is broadcasted during both time slots. According to 
Procedures, vehicles of the inner partition imply that there is no other candidate 
forwarder in the other partitions, and conclude that they are the best candidates of this 
iteration without broadcasting any black-burst. As a result, the third iteration requires 
only two more time slots and the final partition has only /?/33 in width. The smaller 
partition is, the less contention and the shorter access delay become. In total, only five 
time slots are spent during the trinary partitioning.
After a final round of the trinary partitioning, the candidate forwarders in the finally 
selected partition will randomly choose their back-off periods from the available 
contention windows, cw. The candidate whose back-off expires first will broadcast a 
CTB packet and it becomes a selected forwarder. This back-off is implemented to deal 
with the case that there are more than one candidate forwarders in the won partition. 
After SIFS period, the sender broadcasts EM to all vehicles as shown in Figure 5-2 
(a). However, only the selected forwarder will play a role in re-forwarding this EM to 
the next hop. The trinary partitioning, as a result, makes contention latency constant 
regardless the density of vehicles. For example, in the case of 3 iterations, the 
contention duration will not exceed 6 time slots (maximum of 2 time slots required 
during each iteration) plus maximum cw values.
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Table 5-1: Table of Notation
Symbol Explanations
p One-hop message progress
Cw Contention window size
d Maximum channel propagation delay
f Mean number of failed time slots before a successful 
transmission of C T B
fm Mean number of failed mini-DIFS time slots before 
a successful transmission of R T B
I Length of mini-DIFS
M i Message progress of i th partition
n Base value of a re-nary partitioning mechanism
N Number of iteration
P Probability of a selection of each contention window
Pcol Probability of collision during partitioning period
P  idle Probability of idle channel during partitioning period
Pm Probability of a selection of each mini-DIFS slot
P  m_col Probability of collision during mini-DIFS period
P  m_idle Probability of idle channel during mini-DIFS period
P  m_suc Probability of successful transmission during mini- 
DIFS period
P  sues Probability of successful transmission during 
partitioning period
R Normalized communication range
Tcol Collision time during partitioning period
T Cont Contention time of channel access
T ctb CTB transmission time
T d One-hop delay
Tdata Data transmission time
Tdifs Distributed Inter-Frame Space duration
Tfail Mean duration of failed time slot during partitioning 
period
Tidle Idle Time during partitioning period
Tinit Initial time
Tm_col Collision time during mini-DIFS period
T m_cont Contention time during mini-DIFS period
T mJail Mean duration of failed mini-DIFS time slot
T m jdle Idle Time during mini-DIFS period
T m_suc Successful transmission time during mini-DIFS 
period
TmDIFS Average time spent during mini-DIFS process
Tpart Partitioning time
T rtb RTB transmission time
Tsifs Short Inter-Frame Space duration
Tsiot One time slot
Tsuc Successful transmission time during partitioning 
period
Tswitch Switching time between transmission and reception 
modes of transceivers
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Table 5-1: Table of Notation (Cont.)
Symbol Explanations
Tw Waiting time for channel access during mini-DIFS 
period
jU Vehicle density of each partition
V Message dissemination speed
w The number of mini-DIFS
X Poisson distribution density of vehicles per unit area
Xm Poisson distribution density of time-critical EMs at a 
particular time or density of transmitters
5.1.2.3 Collision Handling Mechanism
There is a chance of CTB collision after the final round of trinary partitioning process. 
In this case, the rest of vehicles in the selected partition whose back-off is not yet 
expired will continue their countdowns and hence can finally become a forwarder.
After a timeout period, which consists of the maximum cw time and time required to 
broadcast CTB packet (Ttimeout = Maxcw + Tctb), if the sender does not receive a CTB, it 
eventually restarts the process by broadcasting black-burst for only a half of the time 
slot shown in Figure 5-2 (b). Upon a detection of the half-slot black-burst, only 
candidates in the selected partition re-contend with each other by selecting a new cw 
value. The process is repeated until CTB is successfully transmitted following by a 
data transmission. Otherwise, the process will be terminated when the number of re­
contention attempts is over a pre-assigned threshold.
5.2 Analytical Model
In this section, we derive analytical models for performance evaluations of the 
proposed 3P3B protocol. The performance metrics provided by the models are one- 
hop delay, one-hop message progress, and average message dissemination speed. We 
first derive the performance in term of one-hop delay in Section 5.2.1 followed by 
one-hop message progress in Section 5.2.2. Section 5.2.3 demonstrates how to 
calculate average message dissemination speed using one-hop delay and one-hop 
message progress. Descriptions of all variables used in the c are summarized in Table 
5-1.
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5.2.1 One-Hop Delay (Td)
One-hop delay is defined as an average duration when EM is ahead of a transmission 
queue until it is successfully transmitted to the next forwarder. We do not consider 
queuing delay because EM is not supposed to be queued. Thus, the one-hop delay is 
the summation of the initial time, partitioning time, contention time, and transmission 
time shown in Figure 5-2 (a), i.e.,
T d  =  T in it  +  T p a r t  + T cnnt + ^  (5-4)
5.2.1.1 Initial Time (Tinit)
Initial time is a duration spent since EM is ahead of a transmission queue until an end 
of a successful transmission of a RTB packet. Thus, it is comprised of mini-slot DIFS 
time, TmDIFS, and the transmission time of the RTB packet, TRTb, which is given by
T in i t  = T mDIFS + T r w  (5 5)
During the contention period in the mini-DIFS process, there are three possible cases:
• Idle: no vehicle broadcasts RTB and the channel remains idle for the whole mini- 
DIFS time slot.
• Success: only one vehicle broadcasts RTB and the transmission is successful.
• Collision: more than one vehicle broadcast RTB simultaneously, resulting in a 
collision.
The average duration of the initial time in each case can be given by
Tm idle =1 (5-G)
(5-7)
Tm_col =TRTB+Tm_cont (5 "8 )
where T mj die is time spent during an Idle state which is equal to a length of one mini- 
DIFS slot time (/). T m_suc is successful transmission time equal to transmission time of
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R T B  packet (Trtb). Finally, T m coi represents an average collision time, which is 
comprised of Trtb and average contention time during the mini-DIFS process, T m_COnt-
Let w be the number of available mini-DIFS slots. Thus, the probability that a node 
initiates a transmission at a given time slot is pm = 1/w. Because time-critical event 
rarely happens and is independent with other events, a memoryless procedure and an 
inter-packet independence model are suitable in this scenario. Thus, it is fair to 
assume that the arrival of EMs is Poisson random process with arrival rate of Xm. This 
assumption has been widely assumed in most literatures [30 - 31, 96 - 100] According 
to Poisson random process, the probability of Idle, Success, and Collision cases can be 
given by
(5-9)
Pm_SHC=àmPme~l"Pm (5-10)
(5-11)
Due to independent occurrence of each case, the number of failed transmission
attempts before a successful R T B  is geometrically distributed with an expected value
off m shown in (5-12).
f m = X~ P",-,“c (5-12)
P  m_suc
Note that both Idle and Collision cases during a mini-DIFS period is considered as 
communication failures in this thesis. Therefore, an expected duration of unsuccessful 
mini-DIFS time slots, T mj a i i ,  is given by
rp  rj-f Pm _idle rp Pm_col i o \
Pm sue Pm sue
Therefore, the average time spent during mini-DIFS period, T mD1FS, can be calculated 
as follow
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mDIFS (5-14)
By substituting (5-14) into (5-5), the initial time can be given as
(5-15)
5.2.1.2 Partitioning Time (Tpart)
Partitioning time is a duration spent during a partitioning mechanism, which can be 
obtained as follows:
where n is a base value of any n-nary partitioning mechanisms, e.g., n=3 for the 
trinary; N  is the number of partitioning iterations. Tsiot is duration of one time slot.
5.2.1.3 Contention Time (T COnt)
The communication area in this chapter is considered to be a rectangular area called 
Unit Area as shown in Figure 5-3. The communication range of a single hop is 
denoted by R. The number of vehicles in the unit area is considered to be a random 
variable with a Poisson distribution with an average of L  Thus, the number of 
vehicles in each partition of any rc-nary partitioning mechanisms with N  iterations will 
be a Poisson random variable with an average of fi=X/nN.
Similar to the mini-DIFS period, there are three possible cases during the contention 
period:
• Idle: no vehicle broadcasts CTB and the channel remains idle for the whole 
duration of the time slot.
• Success: only one vehicle broadcast CTB and the transmission is successful.
• Collision: more than one vehicle broadcast CTB simultaneously, resulting in a
(5-16)
v y
collision.
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Thus, the time durations spent in each case can be derived as
(5-17)
(5-18)
(5-19)
where Tutie is equal to T Siot (a duration of one time slot). T suc is given by transmission 
time of C T B  ( T c t b ) ,  followed by the SIFS period, T Si f s ,  and the data transmission 
duration (T^m). T coi is comprised of T Ct b  and the DIFS period, T DIFS.
The probability of a selection of each cwi sp= l/cw> where cw is a number of available 
contention windows of each partition. Therefore, the probability of different cases can 
be determined as follows.
Since the number of contentions before a successful C T B  transmission is equal to the 
number of black-burst broadcasted by the sender, the contention time can be 
computed by
Pidle =  e (5-20)
(5-21)
Pcol + (5-22)
T  =  f T  +  U R
co„ J  m  c w  2
Slot (5-23)
where the number of failed attempts before a successful CTB is geometrically 
distributed with an expected value equal to /, and Tfau is an expected duration of 
unsuccessful slots. Both parameters can be calculated as
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5.2.1.4 Successful Data Transmission Time (Tsuc)
The successful transmission time, denoted by Tsuc, is the time that only one vehicle 
broadcast CTB, T c t b ,  followed by the SIFS period, T Si f s ,  and the transmission time, 
Tdata, as given by (5-26).
T Suc ~  T c t B +  T SIFS +  Tdata (5-26)
By substituting (5-15), (5-16), (5-23), and (5-26) into (5-4), the one-hop delay can be 
calculated as
f>+1T Slot +  f T f a i l + fC W Slot I T  I T  I Tn  ^  1 CTB T  -* SIFS ^  1 data (5-27)
5.2.2 One-Hop Message Progress (p)
One-hop message progress is defined as the average distance covered at each hop. At 
each hop, the partitioning algorithm divides the communication area into nN 
partitions. If we assume that the location of the finally elected forwarder is 
somewhere in the mid range of the corresponding partition, the message progress, 
denoted by Mi, in partition i ( i =  1, 2 ,  , nN ) can be given by
nN- i  1 2{n - i )  + l
i _  nN + 2(nN) ~ 2(nN)
(5-28)
Probabilities of empty and non-empty partitions are defined in (5-29) and (5-30) 
respectively.
P(k = 0) = éT" (5-29)
P(k>l)  = \ - e -M (5-30)
Partition i will become the selected partition if there is no partition j  (j>i) with a 
potential forwarder residing in that partition. Thus,
i - i
P(Mj) = ( l - e “" >P[ e'" = (I-e~ t‘)e
7=1
(5-31)
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As a result, the average one-hop message progress, /?, can be calculated as follow
nN
= (5-32)
1=1
5.2.3 Message Dissemination Speed (v)
Message dissemination speed is an average distance covered by an EM in one second. 
As a result, it can be calculated according to (5-33).
5.2.4 Validation of Analytical Models and Optimization of 3P3B Protocol
In this section, we firstly conduct simulations to validate the analytical models that are 
given by (5-27), (5-32), and (5-33) for one-hop delay, one-hop message progress, and 
average dissemination speed, respectively. Then, studies of the optimization of trinary 
partitioning and an impact of mini-DIFS on the average dissemination speed are 
presented.
Table 5-2: Major Simulation Parameters
Parameters Default Values
Standards IEEE 802.1 Ip/ IEEE1609.4
Communication Frequency 5.9 GHz
Transmission Power 20 mW
Sensitivity -94dBm
Bit Rate 18 Mbps
Transmission Range 900 m
EM Packet Size 500 Bytes
RTB Packet Size 20 Bytes
CTB Packet Size 14 Bytes
Slot Time 13 ps
DIFS 58 ps
SIFS 32 ps
Max Channel-Propagation Delay 2 ps
Transceiver’s Switching Time 1 ps
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5.2.4.1 Validation of Analytical Models
The simulations in this section are implemented with OMNeT++ [79]. The major 
simulation parameters are given in Table 5-2. The simulation scenarios comprise of 
VANETs in a straight 40km-long highway similar to Figure 5-1 (a).
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Figure 5-4: Validation of the analytical models in term of one hop delay
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Figure 5-5: Validation of the analytical models in term of average message progress
The arrival rate of EMs, Àm, is set to 5 EM/s. We do not usually get this high arrival 
rate of EMs. This number is chosen for performance evaluation purposes to collect 
enough EMs for the validation. Vehicles are randomly placed into the simulation area 
and move with random speeds ranged from 60 to 100 km/hr. Density of vehicles is 
varied from 5 to 40 vehicle/unit area [29 - 37]. This density complies with the rules of 
the Highway Code related to the safe inter-vehicle distance in highway [101]. The 
partitioning mechanism used in the validation is trinary with the varied number of 
iterations, N, and the contention window size, cw. The comparisons among the 
analytical and the simulation results for the analytical model validation are shown in 
figures 5-4 -  5-6.
Figure 5-4 illustrates one hop delay against density of vehicles, in terms of the 
number of vehicles in a unit area. In Figure 5-4 (a), the number of iterations of 
partitioning mechanism, N, is fixed to 2 iterations, while the contention window size, 
cw, is varied from 2 to 6 time slots. As it can be seen, the simulation closely matches 
the analytical results produced by (5-27). Figure 5-4 (b) shows the performance of 
3P3B scheme in term of the one-hop delay when cw is fixed to 4 (which we will later
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show is an optimal value) for varying values of N. The analytical results are valid, 
compared to the simulation.
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Figure 5-5 compares percentage of message progress, obtained from (5-32) with those 
of the simulation results, where we can see close match between the two sets of 
results for different densities of vehicles. Note that message progress does not depend 
on the value of cw.
Finally, Figure 5-6 (a) compares the analytical results in term of average message 
dissemination speed with simulation results, where a value of N  is fixed but a value of 
cw is varied. Similarly, Figure 5-6 (b) shows the comparison of simulation and 
analytical results for average dissemination speed against varying N  and fixed cw. 
Regardless the values of N  and cw, the results of both the simulation and the analytical 
model are very close and hence this validates the average message dissemination 
speed given by (5-33).
5.2.4.2 Optimization of Trinary Partitioning
This section describes how to adjust the value of N  and cw in order to optimise the 
performance of different n-nary partitioning mechanisms in term of the average 
dissemination speed. We consider binary (n = 2), trinary (n = 3), quadnary (n = 4), 
and pentanary (n = 5) partitioning mechanisms in this subsection. We further compare 
dissemination speeds of the aforementioned partitioning mechanism. In addition, to 
evaluate only on the impacts of partitioning schemes, no mini-DIFS is employed in 
this comparison.
By adjusting the values of N  and cw, we use (5-33) to produce the average 
dissemination speed for different values of N  and cw as shown in tables 5-3 -  5-6 for 
binary, trinay, quadnary, and pentanary partitioning mechanisms. As it can be 
observed, the highlighted cells correspond to the best values of N  and cw in terms of 
average dissemination speed. For example, in Table 5-4, the trinary partitioning 
attains the maximum average dissemination speed of 1,854.477 km/s at (M cw) equal 
to (2, 4). Table 5-7 summarizes the optimum values of (N, cw) for different n-nary 
partitioning mechanisms.
In addition, it can be noted from tables 5-3 -  5-6 that the highest average 
dissemination speed is achieved by the trinary partitioning. To this end, the trinary 
partitioning has been chosen to be used in the proposed 3P3B protocol.
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Table 5-3: Average Dissemination Speed of Different (N, cw) of Binary Partitioning
Binary
Cw
2 3 4 5 6 8 9 10 17 18 19
1 523.57 04 831.1861 1080.667 1255.465 1371.417 1499.423 1535.433 1560.8886 1615.571 1615.727 1615.033
§ 2 1194.944 1529.481 1676.622 1744.795 1779.441 1804.647 1806.477 1804.5131 1750.054 1740.171 1730.15
g 3 1705.323 1820.56 1846.661 1847.214 1837.062 1803.932 1784.748 1764.9437 1629.09 1611.026 1593.356
4 1812.425 1808.041 1777.261 1740.61 1702.784 1629.212 1594.348 1560.9115 1363.044 1339.145 1316.149
5 1708.222 1643.535 1575.663 1512.267 1453.818 1350.368 1304.441 1261.8137 1030.899 1005.042 980.5221
6 1507.144 1396.222 1301.042 1218.944 1147.365 1028.268 978.065 932.78901 707.1337 683.7452 661.8912
Table 5-4: Average Dissemination Speed of Different (N, cw) of Trinary Partitioning
Trinary
Cw
2 3 4 5 11 12 13
1 894.8891 1275.859 1488.059 1604.186 1755.439 1756.247 1754.979
< 2 1750.478 1837.98 z 1854.477 1847.473 1725.947 1703.702 1681.842
g 3 1755.682 1705.3 1647.154 1588.621 1312.686 1276.128 1241.727
4 1431.459 1309.444 1206.06 1118.927 787.4826 751.0493 717.9343
5 956.7565 811.295 705.4187 624.5692 371.9129 348.5473 327.9601
6 501.3719 394.0378 324.7949 276.3426 146.015 135.3855 126.1998
Table 5-5: Average Dissemination Speed of Different (N, cw) of Quadnary Partitioning
Quadnary
Cw
2 3 4 7 8 9 10
1 1194.944 1529.481 1676.622 1796.903 1804.647 1806.477 1804.513
g 2 1812.425 1808.041 1777.261 1665.438 1629.212 1594.348 1560.911
g 3 1507.144 1396.222 1301.042 1084.312 1028.268 978.065 932.789
4 923.4674 781.1857 678.042 487.4166 445.9165 410.9937 381.1865
5 390.0904 300.9013 245.0297 157.4878 140.743 127.2198 116.0693
6 120.8869 88.55709 69.87504 42.79574 37.90021 34.00981 30.84379
Table 5-6: Average Dissemination Speed of Different (N, cw) of Pentanary Partitioning
Cw
Pentanary 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
1 1403.837 1660.9 1757.35 1797.821 1814.72 1819.701 1818.016 1812.337
g 2 1746.582 1701.153 1646.004 1592.012 1540.858 1492.849 1447.891 1405.772
3 1231.776 1096.403 989.5169 902.6567 830.4578 769.366 716.9214 671.3594
1 4 550.6149 437.8936 363.8118 311.3006 272.097 241.6945 217.4207 197.5879
5 153.9948 113.6508 90.06627 74.5909 63.65498 55.51626 49.22309 44.21156
6 33.81412 24.33875 19.01149 15.59755 13.22306 11.47602 10.13675 9.077406
Table 5-7: Optimal (N, cw) of All n-nary Partitioning
n-nary Optimal Values of (M Cw)
Binary (3,5)
Trinary (2,4)
Quadnary (2,2)
Pentanary (1,7)
5.2.4.3 Impact of mini-DIFS
Even though the highest average dissemination speed is achieved by the trinary, it can 
be further enhanced by the use of the mini-DIFS. This can be seen in Figure 5-7 that 
shows a significant performance improvement in term of the average dissemination 
speed obtained by the mini-DIFS. The dissemination speed is indeed improved by
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roughly 150 km/s when mini-DIFS is used. This improvement is due to a higher 
priority given to the time-critical EMs by mini-DIFS mechanism. Thus, the average 
access delay is drastically reduced for the time-critical EMs, resulting in a significant 
improvement of the average dissemination speed. For this reason, the mini-DIFS is 
also adopted by the proposed 3P3B protocol.
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Figure 5-7: Performance comparison in term of dissemination speed between trinary 
partitioning with and without mini-DIFS implementation
5.3 Performance Evaluation
In this section, the analytical models are used to evaluate the performance of 3P3B, in 
terms of one-hop delay, one-hop message progress, and average dissemination speed. 
In addition to the analytical models, we also conduct simulations to further evaluate 
the performance of 3P3B in terms of hop count, end-to-end delay, and packet delivery 
ratio. The results are shown as follows.
5.3.1 System Configurations
The performance of 3P3B is evaluated and compared against the performance of the 
most efficient and robust state-of-art multi-hop VANET broadcast protocols; BPAB 
[31], UMB [29], and SB [30], presented in section II. These protocols are good 
benchmarks due to their implementations of different schemes for the forwarder
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selection, such as binary partitioning, proportional black-burst broadcasting, and 
reverse-proportional contention time. According to IEEE802.11p standard [20], there 
are 4 Access Categories (AC) provided for different types of traffic with different 
priorities. AC_BK is treated as background traffic and has the lowest priority, while 
AC_BE represents best-effort traffic which has the higher priority than ACJ3K. 
AC_VI is for a video data transmission having the third level of priority. Finally, 
AC_VO represents a transmission of a voice data packet and has the highest priority. 
To make the comparison more comprehensive, it is assumed that all benchmark 
protocols treat the time-critical EMs as AC_VO. The standard values of contention 
parameters used by the benchmark protocols are shown in Table 5-8. Since AC_VO is 
the highest priority data, all packets of this category contend for channel access by 
using the smallest values of CWmin (The minimum contention window size), 
CWmax (The maximum contention window size) and AIFSN (Arbitration Inter- 
Frame Space Number, which is a mandatory waiting period before each packet can 
start contending for a channel access) compared to the others. For all following 
investigations, the number of iterations and contention window, (N, cw), of both 3P3B 
and BPAB protocols are set to the optimal values obtained from Table 5-7, which are 
(2, 4) and (3, 5), respectively. The EM arrival rate, Àm, of the all protocols is varied 
from 5 to 15 EM/s. Other default parameter values of all the benchmark protocols are 
referred to their original papers [29 - 31].
Table 5-8: Contention Parameter Values of IEEE 802.1 IP Standard
AC CWmin CWmax AIFSN TXOP
AC BK aCWmin aCWmax 9 0
AC BE aCWmin aCWmax 6 0
AC_VI (aCWmin+l)/2-l aCWmin 3 0
AC_VO (aCWmin+l)/4-l (aCWmin+l)/2-l 2 0
In the simulations, vehicles are randomly placed into the simulated highway and 
move at random speeds ranging from 60 to 100 km/hr to mimic the actual highway 
environment. The other 10 anchor vehicles are inserted into the highway at every 2 
km following the location of senders. Thus, they cover up to 20 km in distance along 
the highway topology. These anchor vehicles are used to measure 3P3B performance 
at different distances from the senders. Thus, they only act as the sink nodes to
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capture the performance of the protocol and do not participate in the EM forwarding 
process. All the senders and the anchor vehicles move at the same speed of 80 km/hr; 
the average vehicle speed in highway reported by the Highway Code [101], to 
maintain their inter-distances. The simulation scenario is illustrated in Figure 5-8. The 
other default parameters are shown in Table 5-2.
5.3.2 Performance Evaluation of 3P3B
In this section the performance evaluations based on the analytical models are shown 
in figures 5-9 -  5-11 followed by the further evaluation results based on the 
simulations illustrated in figures 5-12 -  5-14.
Figure 5-9 shows a performance comparison in term of average one-hop delay 
between 3P3B and the benchmark protocols of different vehicle densities and EM 
arrival rates. It is noted that the detailed analytical models of the benchmark protocols 
are provided in Appendix C. Among the benchmark protocols, BPAB achieves the 
lowest delay. However, 3P3B still incurs more than 15% lower delay than BPAB 
regardless the vehicles’ density. Both 3P3B and BPAB experience higher delay once 
the EM arrival rate increases. However, the performance degradation of 3P3B is less 
significant compared to BPAB due to the lower contention achieved by the mini-
20 km
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Figure 5-8: Simulation scenario
DIFS.
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Figure 5-9: Performance comparison between 3P3B and the benchmark protocols in 
term of average one hop delay
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Figure 5-10: Performance comparison between 3P3B and the benchmark protocols in 
term of average message progress
A performance comparison in term of average one-hop message progress between 
3P3B and the benchmark protocols is illustrated in Figure 5-10. It can be observed 
that 3P3B attains the higher message progress than all the benchmark protocols
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including BPAB. The outperformance against BPAB is achieved because trinary 
partitioning in 3P3B divides the unit area into 32 = 9 sectors, while binary partitioning 
in BPAB divides the area into only 23 = 8 sectors. The higher number of sectors 
basically gives the better message progress. Therefore, 3P3B overcomes BPAB in 
term of the average one-hop progress.
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Figure 5-11: Performance comparison between 3P3B and the benchmark protocols in 
term of average dissemination speed
Figure 5-11 shows an outperformance of 3P3B in term of average dissemination 
speed against BPAB, UMB, and SB. The average speed achieved by 3P3B is at least 
16.67%, 31.25%, and 75.00% faster than those of BPAB, SB, and UMB, respectively. 
Similar to the evaluation of the one-hop delay, 3P3B experiences lower speed 
degradation compared to BPAB, when the EM arrival rate increases, due to the 
implementation of the mini-DIFS.
Figures 5 -1 2 -5 -1 4  show the further performance evaluations of 3P3B based on the 
simulations in terms of hop count, end-to-end delay, and packet delivery ratio. Figure 
5-12 shows a performance evaluation of 3P3B in term of hop count of different 
vehicle densities and message dissemination distances. The EM arrival rate, Am, of the
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all protocols in the following evaluations is set to 10 EM/s. As we expected, the 
number of hop counts increases, once the dissemination distance increases. However, 
due to the fewer number of vehicles in a sparse network, the hop count required to 
cover the same distance is higher than that in a dense network. A performance 
comparison between 3P3B and the benchmark protocols in term of hop count is also 
illustrated in Figure 5-12. It can be observed that at the density of 30 vehicle/unit area, 
the hop counts of all protocols are almost identical because all the protocols achieve a 
selection of the furthest possible forwarder in each communication hop.
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Figure 5-12: Performance comparison between 3P3B and the benchmark protocols in 
term of hop count at different distances of different vehicle densities
An evaluation in term of average end-to-end delay of different vehicle densities and 
message dissemination distances is illustrated in Figure 5-13. The average end-to-end 
delay of all protocols increases, once the dissemination distance increases. However, 
the higher density network experiences larger end-to-end delay, because more 
intensive contentions cause longer queuing delay. However, at the vehicle density of 
30 vehicle/unit area, 3P3B experiences lower average end-to-end delay compared to 
the others. For example, 3P3B attains approximately 19.23%, 40.00%, and 59.62% 
lower delay than BPAB, SB, and UMB at the dissemination distance of 20 km.
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Figure 5-13: Performance comparison between 3P3B and the benchmark protocols in 
term of End-to-End delay at different distances of different vehicle densities
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Figure 5-14: Performance comparison between 3P3B and the benchmark protocols in 
term of Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR) at different distances of different vehicle 
densities
A performance evaluation in term of Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR) is investigated in 
Figure 5-14. The figure shows the performance evaluation and comparison between
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3P3B and the benchmarks in term of PDR of different dissemination distances and 
vehicle densities. The PDR of all protocols drops once the network becomes denser. 
Similarly, the further dissemination distance incurs lower PDR, because of packet 
collision, lost, and drop during re-forwarding process. However, in all cases, the PDR 
achieved by 3P3B can be maintained to be greater than 95% regardless the 
dissemination distance, the vehicle density, and the EM arrival rate. A performance 
comparison in term of PDR of 3P3B against BPAB, UMB, and SB can also be 
observed from Figure 5-14 as well. 3P3B overcomes the others by giving higher PDR. 
For instance, 3P3B gives more than 3.0%, 5.9%, and 6.3% higher PDR than BPAB, 
SB, and UMB at 20 km distance, respectively.
In conclusion, the performance evaluation results from both the analytical models and 
the simulations have confirmed that 3P3B outperforms the efficient and robust state- 
of-art broadcast protocols in terms of one-hop delay, one-hop progress, average 
dissemination speed, hop count, end-to-end delay, and packet delivery ratio. For this 
reason, 3P3B becomes one of candidates for the multi-hop broadcast protocol to 
address the demand of time-critical EM dissemination in the VANETs, particularly in 
highway scenario.
5.4 Summary
In this chapter, we propose 3P3B (Trinary Partitioned Black-Burst based Broadcast 
protocol) for the efficient time-critical EM dissemination in VANETs. 3P3B makes 
use of the optimal trinary partitioning mechanism in conjunction with the mini-DIFS 
concept. Through both analytical and simulation evaluations, the proposed 3P3B 
outperforms the robust state-of-art benchmark protocols named BPAB, UMB, and SB 
in all the cases. For example, 3P3B achieves at least 16.67% faster in term of average 
dissemination speed. 3P3B also accomplishes in providing a higher priority to the 
time-critical EMs by implementing the mini-DIFS and achieves high average message 
dissemination speed, as well as attains high packet delivery ratio, which is greater 
than 95% even in the dense network. 3P3B is also fully backward compatible with 
IEEE 802.l ip  standard because it complies with all of contention mechanism and 
Inter-Frame Space (IFS) procedures of the family of IEEE 802.11 standards. This puts 
3P3B into the forepart of a promising protocol for the future time-critical EM 
dissemination in VANETs.
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However, 3P3B does not take a disruption of the network into account. This can lead 
to low communication reliability during non-rush hours that the VANET is normally 
disrupted due to low density of vehicles in road and highway. The enhancement of 
3P3B to deal with Disrupted/Delay Tolerant Network (DTN) is proposed in Chapter 6 
to attain high communication reliability even when the network is frequently 
disconnected.
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There are several researches dealing with the EM broadcasting in VANETs [29 - 37]. 
However, most of them assumed connected VANETs and did not take disruption of 
VANETs, such as Disrupted/Delay Tolerant Network (DTN), into account. Thus, 
such protocols experience a shortcoming in term of packet delivery ratio when the 
networks become disconnected due to packet dropped. This packet dropped can lead 
to chains of accidents and serious traffic congestions as illustrated in Figure 6-1. In 
DTN-disabled scenario shown in Figure 6-1 (a), due to disconnected network, the 
message forwarder cannot relay EM to the next communication hop. The forwarder 
has no other choices but dropping the EM. Consequently, all following drivers are 
uninformed of the ahead serious situation. Thus, some drivers may drive fast as they 
normally drive on highway leading to the chain of accidents and traffic congestion. 
The others may not change the route and cause more intensive traffic congestion.
In contrast, in Figure 6-1 (b), as the DTN is enabled in this scenario. Once the 
forwarder cannot find the next-hop forwarder, it will not drop the packet but carrying 
it through the network until it founds a new connection, then the message forwarder 
relays the EM to other drivers. As a result, all following drivers are informed about 
the ahead event and have chance to decide whether to drive more slowly and carefully 
or change the route to avoid traffic congestion and any risky situations. Thus, the 
chain of accidents and the traffic congestion are alleviated and avoided making the 
road environment more safe and comfy.
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Figure 6-1: Examples of DTN-disabled and DTN-enabled scenarios
There are other researches proposed for message routing in DTNs [102 - 105]. By 
taking the disruption of the networks into consideration, such protocols, based on a 
store-carry-forward concept, achieve higher packet delivery ratio with a trade-off of 
higher end-to-end delay. However, due to the store-carry-forward concept, the 
protocols also experience unnecessary high communication delay even in the 
connected VANETs. In addition, the DTN routing protocols are mostly designed for 
unicast (one-to-one) communications, which is not suitable for the application of EM 
dissemination, which requires broadcast (one-to-all) communications.
Therefore, in this chapter, we proposed a novel multi-hop broadcast protocol by 
taking disruption of VANETs into account, called 3P3B-DTN. 3P3B-DTN aims to 
bring four innovative contributions:
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• Robust EM Broadcasting: An introduction of the trinary partitioning 
mechanism guarantees the optimization of the number of rebroadcasting and 
provides fast EM dissemination speed. RTB/CTB is also proposed to provide 
high packet delivery ratio by alleviating the hidden terminal problem and 
reducing packet collision.
• Emergency Message Priority: Mini-DIFS gives the highest priority to time- 
critical EMs, i.e. higher than VO_AC of IEEE802.11p standard, by allowing 
the time-critical EMs to access channel before the others. Thus, the time- 
critical EMs experience the shortest accessing time.
• Disconnection Management: DTN mechanism, e.g. store-carry-forward, is 
implemented to deal with intermittent connectivity in VANETs, which aims to 
maximize packet delivery ratio, while minimizing end-to-end delay within the 
EMs lifetime.
• Analytical Model and Simulation: two-state Markov model is proposed for 
performance analysis in conjunction with the simulations conducted using 
OMNet++ [79]. The paper mainly focus on a VANET in a highway 
environment, where there is no communication support from infrastructure 
units, such as Road Side Units (RSUs), and the network trends to be regularly 
disrupted.
By addressing the disruption of VANETs, 3P3B-DTN, which is an enhancement of 
3P3B [106], achieves approximately more than 10% higher in term of average packet 
delivery ratio with a trade-off of higher average end-to-end delay as a result from the 
store-carry-forward mechanism. At the same time, 3P3B-DTN still achieves the same 
average packet delivery ratio and end-to-end delay compared to 3P3B in the 
connected networks. This chapter firstly describes the system model and the detail of 
3P3B-DTN. Then, the performance evolution results and analysis as well as the 
summary of the protocol are described.
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6.1 Overview
This section focuses on details of the system model, including the specifications of the 
network considered in this work. Then, the proposed 3P3B-DTN protocol is 
explained.
6.1.1 System Model
The system model implemented in this chapter can be referred back to the one 
presented in Chapter 5. However, the main focus of this work is an efficient EM 
dissemination in a sparse VANET, particularly in a highway scenario, where the 
network is frequently disconnected due to low density of vehicles. Thus, it can result 
in low communication reliability. We also consider an opportunistic use of reverse 
traffic vehicles to extend forwarding possibility as assumed in the previous chapter.
6.1.2 3P3B
As presented in Chapter 5, 3P3B is designed for time-critical EM dissemination in 
VANETs. 3P3B introduces mini-DIFS to provide priority scheme for time-critical 
EMs and fast channel access with less contention, as well as proposes the optimal 
trinary partitioning mechanism for selection of the furthest possible EM forwarder 
and for reduction of contention jitter. The results show that 3P3B achieves high 
performance and outperforms the existing benchmark protocol called BPAB, in term 
of average packet delivery ratio, dissemination speed, delay, and message progress.
According to the further performance evaluation shown in figures 6-2 and 6-3, in the 
connected VANET, 3P3B achieves high reliability; i.e., higher than 98% of packet 
delivery ratio, and low end-to-end delay; i.e., approximately 11ms. It is noted that, the 
low vehicle density, such as 3 vehicles per km., can cause high transmission failure 
due to a severely disconnected network. Therefore, the average end-to-end delay at 
the first point in Figure 6-3 may not be presented correctly due to the low number of 
successfully transmitted data packets. In the connected network of which the vehicles’ 
density is high, most of the communications are successful, because the network is 
fully connected. However, there are some chances that the communication may fail 
due to message collisions. In this case, the retransmission mechanism gives more 
opportunities for each EM to be rebroadcasted. The n trials, where n is the number of
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retransmission threshold, make sure that most of the failed communications become 
successful eventually.
However, it is a different story in a disrupted network of which the vehicles’ density 
is low. The performance evaluation shows that 3P3B experiences lower packet 
delivery ratio in the disrupted VANET, where the network is frequently disconnected, 
e.g. the vehicles’ density is lower than 13 vehicle/km. Because 3P3B does not 
initiatively take a network disruption into account, the network is frequently 
disconnected in VANET, and this disconnection lasts for some period of time until 
vehicles found a new contact with others, the immediate n-trial retransmission cannot 
help to make to communication successful. Therefore, 3P3B has no other choice, but 
drops EMs after all n trials. This explains why the packet delivery ratio attained by 
3P3B is quite low, when vehicles’ density is low as shown in Figure 6-2. Therefore, 
there is a room for an improvement of 3P3B in the network with low density of 
vehicles.
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Figure 6-2: Performance evaluation of 3P3B in term of packet delivery ratio
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Figure 6-3: Performance evaluation of 3P3B in term of end-to-end delay
Table 6-1: Operation Comparison between 3P3B and 3P3B-DTN
Connected VANETs Disrupted VANETs
3P3B 3P3B-DTN 3P3B 3P3B-DTN
Packet Relay Packet Relay Packet Drop Packet Store- 
carry-forward
6.1.3 3P3B-DTN
3P3B-DTN is proposed as an enhancement of 3P3B protocol. 3P3B-DTN uses the 
same mechanisms as implemented in 3P3B; the mini-DIFS and the trinary partition, 
since these two mechanisms perform very well in the Connected VANET. All 
vehicles communicate directly to each other via IEEE802.11p interface as long as 
there is a presence of point-to-point connections. In addition, in order to achieve the 
largest message progress, only the furthest possible vehicle will play a role in 
forwarding the emergency messages to the next communication hop [108] in order to 
avoid broadcast storm problem. However, in the disrupted VANET, instead of 
dropping EM after n trials as usually done in 3P3B, 3P3B-DTN stores and carries the 
EM along the vehicle’s movement path, then forwards the EM, once the vehicle 
founds a new connection. This helps to give higher chances of successful packet
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delivery. Table 6-1 shows a comparison of operations of both 3P3B and 3P3B-DTN 
in different network scenarios.
3P3B Protocol
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Figure 6-4: 3P3B and 3P3B-DTN flowchart
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Whenever the retransmission fails more than n times; i.e., over the retransmission 
threshold, 3P3B-DTN assumes a disrupted VANET. Then, the EM forwarder 
switches from perimeter mode to DTN mode of operations and starts the store-carry- 
forward mechanism. The EM forwarder periodically carries EMs for no longer than a 
maximum period of r  seconds, before restarting a RTB retransmission. The flow chart 
of 3P3B-DTN is illustrated in Figure 6-4. Because EM rebroadcasting time is 
relatively much shorter than the carrying time, it is recommended to rebroadcast the 
EMs rather than carrying them through, whenever there is a chance for broadcasting. 
Therefore, according to Figure 6-5, the maximum carrying time before 
rebroadcasting, t, is given by
2V (6-1)Max
where L is the communication range of vehicles and Vmox is the maximum speed limit 
on the highway. From Figure 6-5, at time t, both the forwarder and the receiver are 
not in the communication range of each other yet. After a period of r, they finally 
have a new contact, which allows a rebroadcast of the EM. If the forwarder waits 
longer than the maximum carrying time, t, it may miss a chance to rebroadcast the 
EM and hence has to carry it through, which makes the delay larger.
The retransmission of RTB will be periodically repeated until a detection of a Ba 
packet, which is a black burst packet sent by all vehicles, who receive the RTB packet 
from the forwarder. Then, the EM forwarder assumes a connected VANET, and
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switches back to the perimeter mode. The selection of the furthest next-hop forwarder 
will be performed. Otherwise, the EM will be dropped, once its life time is expired; 
i.e., the information of the EM is out-of-date and no longer useful.
6.2 Analytical Model
In this section, we derive analytical models for a preliminary performance evaluation 
and analysis of the proposed 3P3B-DTN protocol. The main performance metrics are 
average packet delivery ratio and end-to-end delay.
6.2.1 The Proposed Analytical Model
To construct the analytical models, we design a state diagram based on the Markov 
model. There are two states in the diagram, according to two operation modes of 
3P3B-DTN, which are perimeter and DTN modes. By assuming p and q as transition 
probabilities of changing from the perimeter to the DTN state and vice versa. The 
Markov state diagram can be constructed as shown in Figure 6-6.
According to the state diagram, the transient probability of perimeter, a, and DTN 
states, p, can be calculate as
P
DTN
Mode
'erimeter 
Mode >
q
Figure 6-6: 3P3B-DTN Markov chain diagram
a = ( I -  p)a  + qp (6-2)
P = pa+  ( \ -  q)P (6-3)
where
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a  + j3 = l (6-4)
From (6-2), (6-3), and (6-4), the steady-state probability of each state can be given by
cc = —- — (6-5)
p  + q
P = —-   (6-6)
p + q
Therefore, the average packet delivery ratio, RAVg, and the average end-to-end delay, 
ÜAvg, can be calculated as
^Avg = aRper + P^ DTN
(6-7)_ OP-Per PRpTN
p + q
^Avg = aDper + P^DTN
=  q D Per +  P D DTN ( 6 - 8 )
p + q
where R per and D p er are the average packet delivery ratio and the average end-to-end 
delay of the perimeter mode, and R DTn  and D DTn  are the average packet delivery ratio 
and the average end-to-end delay of the DTN mode.
Table 6-2: Default Parameter Values of the Analysis 
Parameters Default
Values
Probability of changing from perimeter to DTN mode (p) 0-100%
Probability of changing from DTN to perimeter mode (q) 0-100%
Average packet delivery ratio in the perimeter mode (R per) 60%
Average end-to-end delay in the perimeter mode {D p er) 11 ms
Average packet delivery ratio in the DTN mode (R dtn) 70-100%
Average end-to-end delay in the DTN mode (D dtn)__________ 5-50s
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6.2.2 Preliminary Analysis
The preliminary analysis in terms of the average packet delivery ratio and the average 
end-to-end delay of 3P3B-DTN is conducted according to (6-7) and (6-8). All default 
parameters values used in the analysis are shown in Table 6-2.
(a) Rdtn is set to 70%
ro 70
(b) RDTn is set to 100%
Figure 6-7: Analytical result of 3P3B-DTN in term of PDR when Rdtn is set to 70%
and 100%
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Figure 6-8: Analytical result of 3P3B-DTN in term of end-to-end delay when D Dt n  is
set to 5s and 50s
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During the evaluation, the transition probability of switching from the perimeter to the 
DTN mode, p, and the transition probability of switching from the DTN back to the 
perimeter mode, q, are varied from 0% to 100%, while the average packet delivery 
ratio (R dtn) and the average end-to-end delay (D Dtn) in the DTN mode are varied 
from 70% to 100% and from 5s to 50s, respectively [103]. The average packet 
delivery ratio (R per) and the average end-to-end delay (D p er) in the perimeter mode are 
also set to 60% and 11ms, according to the performance evaluation results of 3P3B. 
The preliminary results of the analysis are illustrated in figures 6-7 and 6-8.
Figure 6-7 shows the analytical results in term of average packet delivery ratio of 
different values of R d tn- At first, it can be observed that the packet delivery ratio of 
3P3B-DTN increases when the probability of the network disrupted increases; i.e. at 
high value of p  and low value of q. This due to the fact that the DTN mode of 3P3B- 
DTN gives higher average packet delivery ratio compared to that of the perimeter 
mode. As a result, the higher value of p  and the lower value of q make 3P3B-DTN 
frequently operating in the DTN mode and hence increase the overall packet delivery 
ratio.
In addition, when we compare the results of both figures 6-7 (a) and 6-7 (b), as we 
expected the higher value of R dtn’, e.g. 100%, allows 3P3B-DTN to gain the higher 
average packet delivery ratio.
The analytical result of 3P3B-DTN in term of the average end-to-end delay is 
illustrated in Figure 6-8. The high value of p  and the low value of q, reflects the 
higher probability of the network disconnected, cause the larger end-to-end delay, 
because EM forwarders have to store and carry EMs for some periods of time until 
new connections are founded and hence it makes the end-to-end delay much larger.
The higher values of D Dtn results in the higher average end-to-end delay experiencing 
by 3P3B-DTN as shown in figures 6-8 (a) and 6-8 (b). Therefore, this becomes a 
trade-off between the higher reliability and the larger end-to-end delay. Otherwise, the 
packets have to be dropped as normally done in 3P3B.
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6.3 Performance Evaluation
In this section, we conduct further performance evaluations based on simulations 
using OMNeT++. 3P3B-DTN is evaluated in term of average packet delivery ratio, 
end-to-end delay, and overhead, particularly in a disrupted highway environment. The 
average packet delivery ratio is defined as the average number of packets received by 
all vehicles divided by the total number of packets generated and sent by all the 
transmitters, while the average end-to-end delay is the average end-to-end delay of all 
first-time received packets by all vehicles in the network, and the average overhead is 
the average ratio between the total size of all transmitted RTB packets and the total 
size of all broadcasted and rebroadcasted data packets in the network. All simulation 
configurations and evaluation results are given as follows.
6.3.1 System Configurations
The performance of 3P3B-DTN is evaluated and compared against the performance 
of our previously proposed 3P3B as well as the benchmark of broadcast protocols 
called BPAB [31]. There is no performance comparison against DTN routing 
protocols because the DTN routings focus on unicast communication; e.g. there is a 
particular destination, which is different and incomparable with broadcast 
communication; i.e. there is no specific destination.
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Figure 6-9: Simulation scenario
The simulation scenario is illustrated in Figure 6-9. Similar to the previous chapter, 
the simulation area is set to a straight 40km-long highway, where the vehicles are 
randomly placed in the simulated highway. All vehicles move with random average 
speed varied from 60 to 100 km/hr. The number of transmitters is varied from 1 to 10 
transmitters to provide different packet densities in the network, where the
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transmission rate of each transmitter is set to 1 EM/second. There are 10 anchor 
vehicles placed at every 2 km following the transmitters. Therefore, the anchor 
vehicles cover the distance up to 20 km from the transmitters. It is noted that all 
anchor vehicles only act as sink nodes to measure performance of 3P3B-DTN at 
different distances from the transmitters. They do not participate in storing, carrying, 
or forwarding any EMs at all. To keep the distance between each anchor vehicle and 
transmitters constant, all of them move with the same average speed of 80 km/hr.
We mainly focus on the performance evaluation on the disrupted VANETs, of which 
the vehicle density is lower than 13 vehicle/km as previously shown in Figure 6-2. 
Therefore, in our simulations, the vehicle density is varied from 1.67 to 10 
vehicle/km. According to the IEEE802.11p standard, the communication range is 
approximately set to 908 m. The maximum speed limit on the highway is assumed to 
be 100 km/hr [101]. The maximum carrying time, x, of the EMs in the DTN mode is 
16.21 seconds according to the calculation in (6-1). Therefore, in order to observe an 
impact of the carrying time, the carrying time is set to 2 and 16 seconds during the 
simulations. All default parameter values used in the simulations are summarized in 
Table 6-3.
Table 6-3: Default Parameter Values of the Simulations
Parameters Default Values
Standards IEEE 802.1 Ip/ IEEE1609.4
Communication Frequency 5.9 GHz
Transmission Power 20 mW
Sensitivity -94dBm
Bit Rate 18 Mbps
Transmission Range 908 m
EM Packet Size 500 Bytes
RTB Packet Size 20 Bytes
CTB Packet Size 14 Bytes
Slot Time 13 ps
DIFS 58 ps
SIFS 32 ps
Max Channel-Propagation Delay 2 ps
Transceiver’s Switching Time 1 ps
Maximum Speed Limit on the Highway 100 km/hr
EM Carrying Time in DTN mode 2 and 16s
Number of Transmitters 1, 5, and 10
Vehicle Density 1.67-10 vehicle/km
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Figure 6-10: Performance comparison in term of PDR of 3P3B-DTN, 3P3B, and BPAB of 
different dissemination distances and different values of vehicle densities where there is one 
transmitter in the network
6.3.2 Single-Transmitter Scenario
The section shows the performance evaluation results of 3P3B-DTN in the disrupted 
VANETs based on the simulations, where there is only one transmitter in the network.
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which reflects low packet density scenario. Then, in the following section, the number 
of the transmitters is varied to 5 and 10 transmitters to reflect a scenario of higher 
packet density.
Figure 6-10 illustrates the performance comparison in term of average packet delivery 
ratio of 3P3B-DTN, 3P3B, and BPAB of different dissemination distances and 
different values of vehicle densities. The default carrying time in this case is set to 2 
seconds. At low vehicle density; i.e., 1.67 vehicle/km as shown in Figure 6-10 (a), the 
packet delivery ratio is lower compared to those in the denser networks, shown in 
Figure 6-10 (b)-(f), due to a higher probability of disrupted connections in the sparse 
network. Similarly, the packet delivery ratio also decreases when the dissemination 
distance becomes larger due to higher rate of packet lost and drop at the larger 
distance. However, the higher packet delivery ratio is achieved by 3P3B-DTN against 
3P3B and BPAB regardless the vehicle densities as shown in Figure 6-10 (a)-(f). This 
achievement of higher delivery ratio is due to the store-carry-forward mechanism that 
allows EMs to be carried until a new connection is founded and hence the EMs have 
higher chances to be successfully broadcasted.
Figure 6-11 shows a performance comparison in term of average packet delivery 
ratio, average end-to-end delay, and average overhead of the dissemination distance 
within 20 km of 3P3B-DTN, 3P3B, and BPAB with different values of the carrying 
times. It can be observed from Figure 6-11 (a) that 3P3B-DTN attains approximately 
10% higher in term of the average packet delivery ratio compared to those of 3P3B 
and BPAB in the disrupted VANET where the vehicle density is less than 13 
vehicle/km. This confirms the significant reliability improvement accomplished by 
3P3B-DTN particularly in the sparse VANETs. In addition, different values of the 
carrying time do not make a significant impact on the packet delivery ratio, since the 
results of both 2-second and 16-second carrying time are very close to each other.
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Figure 6-11: Performance comparison in term of average PDR, average end-to-end 
delay, and average overhead of the dissemination distance within 20 km of 3P3B- 
DTN, 3P3B, and BPAB where there is one transmitter in the network
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However, as we have been shown in the preliminary analysis, the great reliability 
improvement of 3P3B-DTN is a trade-off with the higher delay. This similar trend can 
be observed from the simulation results presented Figure 6-11 (b), which shows 
performance comparison in term of average end-to-end delay of the dissemination 
distance within 20 km of 3P3B-DTN, 3P3B, and BPAB. The huge increase of end-to- 
end delay gained by the 3P3B-DTN is observed and this increase of delay is due to 
EM carrying mechanism. Since the carrying time is in seconds, which is far larger 
than the average end-to-end delay attained by both 3P3B and BPAB, which is in 
milliseconds, the end-to-end delay of 3P3B-DTN is mainly dominated by the carrying 
time resulting in huge increase of the delay. The longer carrying time is, the larger 
end-to-end delay becomes. Therefore, it is recommended to implement a shorter 
carrying time during DTN mode to gain the high reliability with the lower delay. For 
example, 2-second carrying time experiences much lower end-to-end delay compared 
to the carrying time of 16 seconds while giving approximately the same level of 
packet delivery ratio as observed in Figure 6-11. However the delays in both cases are 
still far lower than EM life time, which normally lasts for hours until the accident has 
been cleared and removed from the highway surface. Consequently, the trade-off 
between reliability and delay is inevitable in 3P3B-DTN.
In addition, when the density of vehicles increases, the delay decreases, because the 
network becomes better connected and hence most of EMs can be successfully 
broadcasted without need of the store-carry-forward mechanism.
However, the comparison shown in Figure 6-11 (b) can be considered unfair, because 
both 3B3P and BPAB protocols exclude all dropped packets from the performance 
evaluation results, while 3P3B-DTN rescues some of those packets with higher delay 
and includes them in the evaluation results. In case that the evaluation results of all 
protocols include transmissions of these packets, both 3B3P and BPAB would 
experience unbounded delay (infinity delay as some packets have been dropped), 
while 3P3B-DTN can still provide very low upper bound delay at approximately 100 
sec. Thus, 3B3P-DTN can be considered to outperform both protocols even in term of 
the average end-to-end delay.
Figure 6-11 (c) shows a performance comparison in term of average overhead of the 
dissemination distances within the first 20 km of 3P3B-DTN, 3P3B, and BPAB with
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different values of the carrying times. It can be observed that both 3P3B and BPAB 
have almost identical overhead which is lower than those of 3P3B-DTN. Due to the 
packet store-carry-forward mechanism, 3P3B-DTN retransmits RTB packets several 
times until it founds new connections. This leads to the high number of RTB 
transmissions resulting in the high overhead. In addition, 2-second carrying time faces 
higher average overhead compared to that of 16-second carrying time. Because for the 
shorter carrying time, 3P3B-DTN retransmits RTB packet more often to find a new 
connection quickly, this short carrying time at the same time can cause high overhead 
as a side-effect, if it cannot find the new connection. However, due to the 20-Byte 
RTB packets are relatively small compared to the 500-Byte data packets, this 
overhead does not make a serious impact on the network performance.
6.3.3 Multiple-Transmitter Scenario
Figures 6-12 (a) and 6-13 (a) illustrate the performance comparison in term of average 
packet delivery ratio of the dissemination distance within 20 km of 3P3B-DTN, 3P3B, 
and BPAB where there are 5 and 10 transmitters in the network. The similar results 
can be observed here. 3P3B-DTN is able to maintain higher packet delivery ratios 
compared to 3P3B and BPAB regardless the packet density. In addition, the different 
carrying times still do not make a major impact on average packet delivery ratio of 
3P3B-DTN, because the results of both carrying times are very close.
However, the carrying time make a significant impact of end-to-end delay as it can be 
observed from figures 6-12 (b) and 6-13 (b), which show the performance comparison 
in term of average end-to-end delay of the dissemination distance within 20 km of 
3P3B-DTN, 3P3B, and BPAB where there are 5 and 10 transmitters in the network. It 
can be seen that the 16-second carrying time experiences much higher delay 
compared to the 2-second carrying time in both figures. In case of the higher carrying 
time, forwarders normally carry EMs for longer time without trying to search for a 
new contact. Thus, it makes the delay larger. In addition, the higher number of 
transmitters in the network, which reflects the higher packet density, causes higher 
end-to-end delay due to higher rate of channel access contention and packet collision. 
However, the delay is still far below the EMs life time.
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Figure 6-12: Performance comparison in term of average PDR, average end-to-end 
delay, and average overhead of the dissemination distance within 20 km of 3P3B- 
DTN, 3P3B, and BPAB where there are 5 transmitters in the network
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Figure 6-13: Performance comparison in term of average PDR, average end-to-end 
delay, and average overhead of the dissemination distance within 20 km of 3P3B- 
DTN, 3P3B, and BPAB where there are 10 transmitters in the network
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Figures 6-12 (c) and 6-13 (c) show the performance comparison in term of average 
overhead of the dissemination distance within 20 km of 3P3B-DTN, 3P3B, and BPAB 
where there are 5 and 10 transmitters in the network. Both 3P3B and BPAB give the 
lowest overhead compared to 3P3B-DTN due to no implementation of the carrying 
mechanism while 3P3B-DTN with 2-second carrying time experiences the highest 
overhead due to more frequent transmissions of RTB packets which causes higher 
overhead. However, such overhead is considered insignificant, because the packet 
delivery ratio of the data packet can be maintained at high value as previously 
presented.
6.4 Summary
The chapter proposes an enhancement of 3P3B protocol called 3P3B-DTN to provide 
higher reliability in term of packet delivery ratio of EM disseminations in the 
disrupted VANETs. Both mini-DIFS and trinary partitioning mechanisms are 
implemented in 3P3B-DTN to provide priority scheme for time-critical EMs, 
selection of the furthest possible EM forwarder, and reduction of contention jitter. In 
addition, the store-carry-forward mechanism is introduced in 3P3B-DTN to deal with 
the reliability problem in the disrupted VANETs. Through both analytical and 
simulation-based evaluations, the proposed 3P3B-DTN outperforms 3P3B and the 
benchmark protocol BPAB in term of the packet delivery ratio; e.g., at least 10% 
higher delivery rate especially at low vehicle density. However, the delay and 
overhead experienced by 3P3B-DTN is also higher than those of 3P3B and BPAB, 
but the delay is still much lower than the EM life time. Thus, this becomes a trade-off 
when 3P3P-DTN is implemented.
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Conclusions and Future Works
The future efficient emergency message dissemination application in the vehicular ad 
hoc network is a promising application for safe driving. Quality of service as well as 
communication reliability should be taken into account, while designing protocols for 
such application. Specifically, MAC sub-layer and network layer schemes can be 
cross-designed and optimized to meet the unique characteristics of VANETs. 
Traditional networks, including the mobile ad hoc network, are different from the 
VANETs in several features, such as fast moving nodes and dynamic network 
topology, frequent network disruptions, emergency messages’ priorities, and etc. To 
deal with these uniquenesses of the VANETs, in this thesis, we have done the 
literature review of the state of the art of the existing works in this research area, and 
proposed two principal cross-layer broadcast protocols and their enhancements for 
time-critical emergency message dissemination in the VANETs. The summary of the 
all proposals and studies are concluded as follows.
• We proposed Priority-based Routing Protocol (PRP) and its enhancement 
called PRP-RE to provide different qualities of service to different priorities of 
emergency messages, large progress in message dissemination per hop, high 
communication reliability, and fully distributed and decentralized broadcast 
protocols. According to our study, both PRP and PRP-RE achieve in providing 
proportional MAC delay as well as reliability for different types of messages. 
They also provide roughly 225 m. in term of the message progress per hop, 
which is quite large compared to the communication range of 250 m. With the 
implementation of the retransmission and implicit acknowledge mechanisms, 
PRP-RE enhance the communication reliability especially at the large 
dissemination distance. For example, PRP-RE with 3-time retransmission 
attains more than 80% in term of message reception rate at the dissemination 
distance of 15 km. This reception rate is approximately 100% higher than that
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achieved by PRP.
• Trinary Partitioned Black-Burst based Broadcast protocol (3P3B) is proposed 
in Chapter 5 to provide even faster and more efficient communications 
compared to PRP-RE as well as to get rid of the delay jitter problem. With the 
introduction of the mini-DIFS and the trinary partitioning mechanisms, 3P3B 
demonstrates a great achievement in terms of average dissemination speed and 
reliability of EM broadcasts. The performance evaluation results based on 
both the analytical model as well as the simulation demonstrate that 3P3B 
attains more than 16% higher average dissemination speed compared to the 
other efficient and robust benchmark protocols. At the same time 3P3B can 
still maintain the high communication reliability, which is greater than 95% of 
packet delivery ratio, even in a dense network. In addition, the delay jitter 
problem has also been alleviated, since the performance evaluation results 
show that the average one-hop delay experienced by 3P3B is more stable 
regardless the density of the network compared to the other benchmark 
protocols.
• DTN management is proposed as the enhancement of 3P3B call 3P3B-DTN to 
achieve more reliable communications even when the network is frequently 
disrupted. By taking the disruptions of the network into account, 3P3B-DTN 
attains at least 10% higher in term of the communication reliability compared 
to 3P3B and the other benchmark protocols when there is no continuously 
connected end-to-end connectivity. Therefore, 3P3B-DTN is the complete 
solution to provide fast transmission, high reliability, low delay jitter, and 
efficient communications in both well-connected and disrupted VANETs.
In the future, we will enhance the design of broadcast protocols for emergency 
message disseminations in the VANETs according to the following directions.
Firstly, we will explore possibilities to apply different technologies, such as Long 
Term Evolution Advance (LTE-A), and different communication scenarios, where 
there is communication supports from Road-Side Unit (RSU), to expand the 
communication coverage, shorten the dissemination delay, and maximize the 
communication reliability. Intelligent transportation system has become more
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practical and realistic recently, which means that the number of RSUs installed along 
the road and highway will get higher and higher as well. With a presence of RSUs 
existing LTE-A infrastructures, when one message reaches a RSU or a LTE-A base 
station, the message will be quickly spread across several road and highway segments, 
where there are RSUs and LTE-A infrastructures installed. Consequently, the 
communication can achieve faster message dissemination speed, larger dissemination 
coverage area, and higher reliability due to low contention rate between local 
vehicles. However, because LTE-A usage may incur additional cost during the 
communications, a deployment of RSUs becomes more preferable with the trade-off 
of additional installation cost. However, both technologies can benefit the 
communications for emergency message dissemination, and hence the study of such 
technologies is necessary and can lead to an innovative and efficient solution for the 
future emergency message dissemination applications.
Secondly, both highway and city scenarios should be taken into the consideration for 
emergency message disseminations. The protocol should be able to deal with both 
highway and city environments. Most of the literatures particularly focusing on either 
scenario may not be able to satisfy the requirements of the emergency dissemination 
applications, which can happen in both scenarios from time to time. In addition, 
communications at road intersections can crucially help to improve the performance 
of the overall communications. Basically, a forwarder at an intersection is more 
preferable than other vehicles in road segments, since it can efficiently forwarder the 
emergency message to several road segments at once. This makes the dissemination 
coverage area larger and spreads the message more quickly. Therefore, the further 
investigations in the future should take both city and highway scenarios as well as the 
intersections of road and highway into consideration.
Finally, the emerging of vehicular communications has also inspired a development of 
diverse applications on vehicles such as applications for green driving, network games 
and social network interaction applications. Since the environmental problem has 
become very intense recently, the green technology based on vehicular 
communications, such as Traffic Light-to-Vehicle Communications (TLVC) for fuel 
consumption and CO2 emission reductions, is a very interesting application. However, 
the communication of such applications is still mainly based on the vehicular
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communications in the VANETs. Therefore, apart from vehicular safety application, 
we plan to extend a scope of the research to other vehicle-based applications. The 
performance evaluation will emphasize on how well the proposed protocols perform 
on top of the other vehicle-based applications.
Appendix A 
Proof of Equations
This section provides proof of equations presented in the thesis.
A .l Proof of the probability of Idle, Success, and Collision cases; equations (5-9), 
(5-10), and (5-11)
The probability mass function of X; a discrete stochastic variable, which has a Poisson 
distribution with parameter for /: = 0 , 1 , 2 ,... is given by
e~XmX kPr(X = k)= m (A-l)
&!
According to Binomial probability, the probability of i success in k trials is given as
f • t_-P(i success in k trials) = p ' (1 -  p) ‘ (A-2)
V 'J
Therefore, the probabilities of Idle and Success cases are given as
« k 
Pm_idU = Z  0  -  P» )‘ — r f -  (A-3)
k=0
Pm_,uc p j 1- '— - s -  (A-4)
k=0 K'
xkAccording t o ^ —  = ex, Pmjdie and Pm_suc can be derived as
k=o k\
Pmjdie  -  ^  Z j  / .
k=Q
= e-*»P. (A-5)
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(A-6 )
Thus, the probabilities of Collision case is given by
P  m_col 1 Ptn_idle Pi
(A-7)
It is noted that this proof is similar to the proof of the equations (5-20), (5-21), and (5- 
2 2 ) as well.
A.2 Proof of the expected number of failed attempts before a successful 
transmission; equations (5-12) and (5-24)
The expected value of the geometrically distributed random variable X  denoted 
by fm is
k=0
= Pim_suc dp -P i J  Pm_suc )
I-P i
Pm
(A-8)
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A 3 Proof of the average time of fail transmission; equations (5-13) and (5-25)
Since p m_SUc is the probability of a successful transmission. Thus, the probability of fail 
transmission is given by
(A-9)
Both Idle and Collision cases are considered fail transmissions. Therefore, the ratios 
of the probability of each case are
R midlemidle
'-Pr.
(A-10)
R mcolmcol
l ~P n
(A -ll)
Consequently, the average time of fail transmission is given as follow
T  =  T  p  _|_T J?
m_fail m_idle m_idle m_col m_col
rji P  m_idle r
midle -, mcol
i-P n
P  m_col 
I - P m  si
(A-12)
A.4 Proof of the average partitioning time; equation (5-16)
The partitioning time, Tpart, is a duration spent during a partitioning mechanism. It 
consists of one time slot of Ba and the average time used during the partitioning 
period.
For any «-nary partitioning, the number of time slots spent during each iteration is 
varied from 1 to n-\ slots. Thus, the average number of time slots spent for N  
iterations can be calculated as
£[rs]=
f  n-1
S '-
1=1
72-1
v y
(A-13)
Therefore, the average partitioning time is given by
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r„„ =[£[rs]+i]rSto,
l f +1 Slot (A -14 )
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Samples of Programming Code
This section provides samples of programming code for the key mechanisms 
proposed in the thesis, which are mini-DIFS, trinary partitioning, and strore-carry- 
forward mechanisms.
__________________Table B-l: Scheduling of mini-DIFS Period__________________
void Ieee80211Mac: :scheduleAIFSPeriod()
{
//Reset scheduling index 
bool schedule = false;
//Schedule AIFS according to access category of messages. However, miniDIFS 
//will be scheduled for AC3 instead; due to the highest access category 
for (int i = 0; i<numCategories(); i++)
{
//Check if AIFS is not scheduled yet 
//and there is at least one message in queue
if (!endAIFS(i)->isScheduled() && !transmissionQueue(i)->empty())
{
//Schedule miniDIFS if the message is AC3 
if (i==3)
{
simtime_t temp;
temp= ((rand()%noMiniDifsSlot)+l)*miniDifsSlot+getSIFS(); 
scheduleAt(simTime()+temp, endAIFS(i));
}
//Otherwise, schedule AIFS according to IEEE802.11p standard 
else 
{
simtime_t temp; 
temp= getAIFS(i);
scheduleAt(simTime() + temp, endAIFS(i));
>
}
//Update scheduling index
if (endAIFS(i)->isScheduled()) 
schedule = true;
}
}__________________________________________________________________________________
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B .l Mini-DIFS mechanism
As mini-DIFS is proposed for immediate transmissions of time-critical emergency 
messages, which have the highest priority (Access Category 3) compared to other 
types of messages (Access Categories 1 and 2), their contention period will be 
scheduled based on mini-DIFS concept rather than the traditional AIFS concept 
proposed in IEEE802.11p standard. It can be seen in Table B-l. If the messages 
belong to AC3, the mini-DIFS period will be scheduled. Otherwise, AIFS period will 
be scheduled instead because the messages have lower priority level.
B.2 Trinary Partition mechanism
When following vehicles receive a RTB packet from the sender located ahead, they 
switch to a trinary partition state called WAFTTRI as shown in Table B-2. During this 
state, the waiting time before starting the trinary process will be scheduled on all 
vehicles by referring to the time information embedded in the received RTB packet 
shown in Table B-3. After that the vehicles determine their corresponding partition 
according to the trinary partitioning process described in Table B-4.
When the waiting time is expired, the vehicles start the trinary process according to 
Table B-5. During each round of the trinary partition, the forwarder candidates of the 
outer and the middle partitions broadcast a Black-Burst packet during the first and the 
second time slot, respectively. The forwarder candidates located in the inner partition, 
in contrast, do nothing but only listen to the channel.
In Table B-2, every time forwarder candidates sense transmissions of Black-Burst 
packets, the heard index is set to true. At the end of each time slot, if the heard index 
is true, such forwarder candidates are not the candidates anymore, then they leave the 
trinary process. Otherwise, they continue the trinary process. When the trinary 
partitioning has finished, the vehicles, which are still in the process, will randomly be 
assigned contention time. As soon as the contention time is expired and there is no 
transmission of CTB packet by that time, the vehicle broadcasts a CTB packet and 
becomes the selected forwarder. Then, it goes to the state of WAITDATA to wait for 
a data packet (an emergency message) and then it will re-forward the packet 
accordingly.
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Table B-2: Trinary Partition State
//Enter trinary State 
FSMA_State(WAITTRI)
{
//Schedule waiting time before starting the trinary process (endTri)
//and calculate partition no. of each vehicle 
if (trilndex==l)
{
FSMA_Enter(scheduleTRIPeriod(frame)); 
FSMA_Enter(calulateSecNo(frame)); 
trilndex=0;
}
//Start trinary process when the waiting time is expired
FSMA_Event_Transition(Start-Trinary-Partition,
msg == endTRI && TriRoundNo==l, 
WAITTRI, 
doneTri=false; 
heard=false; 
dolrinary(msg)j 
);
//Update heard index when the vehicle received BB,
FSMA_Event_Transition(Receive-BB,
isLowerMsg(msg),
RECEIVE,
heard=truej
if (endTRI->isScheduled()) 
cancelEvent(endTRI); 
if (endST->isScheduled()) 
cancelEvent(endST); 
if (endRanCon->isScheduled()) 
cancelEvent(endRanCon); 
reset!riParameter()j 
);
//At the end of each time slot (ST), if the vehicle heard BB packet,
//it is not longer the forwarder candidate and leaves the trinary process 
FSMA_Event_Transition(During-Trinary-Partition-Heard,
msg == endST && heard,
IDLE,
reset!riParameter();
);
//At the end of each time slot (ST), if the vehicle did not hear BB packet, 
//it continues trinary process, since it is still the forwarder candidate 
FSMA_Event_Transition(During-Trinary-Partition-No-Heard,
msg == endST && ! heard,
WAITTRI,
doTrinary(msg);
);
//when a whole process of the trinary ends and the vehicle did not hear any 
BB packet, it schedules a random contention period before sending CTB 
FSMA_Event_Transition(Finish-Trinary-Partition,
doneTri && msg == endST && ! heard, 
________________  WAITTRI,
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reset!riParameter() ; 
scheduleRandomContentionPeriod(msg); 
);
//At the end of the random contention period, the vehicle sends CTB packet 
//and wait for a data packet from the sender, then it becomes the forwarder 
FSMA_Event_Transition(Finally-Trans-CTB,
msg == endRanCon && ! heard,
WAITDATA,
sendCTBFrameOnEndRanCon(); 
resetTriParameter(); 
if (fixFSM) 
finishReception(); 
else
resetStateVariables();
);
 }__________________________________________________________
___________________ Table B-3: Scheduling of Trinary Period_________
//Schedule waiting time before starting trinary process.
//Such time period can be retrieved from the received RTB packet 
void Ieee80211Mac::scheduleTRIPeriod(Ieee80211Frame *fr)
{
endTRI->setContextPointer(fr->dup());
Ieee80211Frame *frame = check_and_cast<Ieee80211Frame *>(fr); 
scheduleAt(frame->getTrinaryTime(), endTRI);
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__________________Table B-4: Calculation of Partition Number_________________
//each receiver calculates its own partition no. (1-9) accordingly 
//Note: This code is a hard code for 2-round operation of trinary process 
void Ieee80211Mac::calulateSecNo(Ieee80211Frame *frame)
{
const char *hst = this->getOwner()->getOwner()->getFullName();
IMobility *mod = MobilityAccess: :getNodeMobilityModule(hst);
Coord hstpos = mod->getCurrentPosition()j
double srcpos = frame->getTransmitterPositionX();
double secWidth;
int i;
TriRoundNo=l;
secWidth= comRange/totalSecNoj 
i=l;
while (hstpos.x<=srcpos-i*secWidth)
{
i++;
}
//Calculate sector no. of each round of trinary process 
switch (i)
{
case 1:
secNol=l; 
secNo2=l; 
break; 
case 2:
secNol=l; 
secNo2=2; 
break; 
case 3:
secNol=l; 
secNo2=3; 
break; 
case 4:
secNol=2; 
secNo2=l; 
break; 
case 5:
secNol=2; 
secNo2=2; 
break; 
case 6:
secNol=2; 
secNo2=3; 
break; 
case 7:
secNol=3; 
secNo2=l; 
break; 
case 8:
secNol=3; 
secNo2=2; 
break; 
case 9:
______________________________  secNol=3;______________________________
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secNo2=3;
break;
default:
opp_error("mode not supported");
break;
}
}
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_____________________Table B-5: Trinary Partition Process________________
//trinary process
void Ieee80211Mac::doTrinary(cMessage *msg)
{
Ieee80211Frame *frame = (Ieee80211Frame *)msg->getContextPointer(); 
msg->setContextPointer(NULL);
//the /irst round of trinary process 
if (TriRoundNo==l)
{
//if the vehicle is in the outer partition,
//it will sends BB during the /irst time slot.
//Otherwise, it only listens to the channel 
if (secNol==3)
{
sendBBFrameQ;
TriRoundNo=2; 
subTriRoundNo=0; 
scheduleSTPeriod(frame);
}else if (secNol==2 && subTriRoundNo==0)
{
scheduleSTPeriod(frame);
subTriRoundNo=lj
}
//if the vehicle is in the middle partition,
//it will sends BB during the second time slot.
//Otherwise, it only listens to the channel
else if (secNol==2 && subTriRoundNo==l)
{
sendBBFrame(); 
scheduleSTPeriod(frame); 
subTriRoundNo=0;
TriRoundNo=2;
}else if (secNol==l && subTriRoundNo==0)
{
scheduleSTPeriod(frame);
subTriRoundNo=l;
}else if (secNol==l && subTriRoundNo==l)
{
scheduleSTPeriod(frame);
subTriRoundNo=0j
TriRoundNo=2;
}else
{
opp_error("Error Invalid SecNol\n");
}
}
//the second round of trinary process 
else if (TriRoundNo==2)
{
//if the vehicle is in the outer partition,
//it will sends BB during the /irst time slot.
//Otherwise, it only listens to the channel 
____________ if (secNo2==3)___________________________________________
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{
sendBBFrame(); 
scheduleSTPeriod(frame); 
subTriRoundNo=0;
TriRoundNo=0;
doneTri=true;
}else if (secNo2==2 && subTriRoundNo==0) 
{
scheduleSTPeriod(frame);
subTriRoundNo=l;
}
//if the vehicle is in the middle partition,
//it will sends BB during the second time slot. 
//Otherwise, it only listens to the channel
else if (secNo2==2 && subTriRoundNo==l)
{
sendBBFrame(); 
scheduleSTPeriod(frame); 
subTriRoundNo=0;
TriRoundNo=0;
doneTri=true;
}else if (secNo2==l && subTriRoundNo==0) 
{
scheduleSTPeriod(frame); 
subTriRoundNo=l;
}else if (secNo2==l && subTriRoundNo==l) 
{
scheduleSTPeriod(frame);
subTriRoundNo=0;
TriRoundNo=0;
doneTri=true;
}else
{
opp_error("Error Invalid SecNo2\n");
}
}else
{
opp_error("Error Invalid TriRoundNo\n"); 
}
delete frame;
}_______________________________________________________
B.3 Store-Carry-Forward mechanism
Once a sender or a forwarder broadcasts a RTB packet, it waits for a period of time 
called CTB timeout until it receives a CTB packet. After the CTB timeout is expired 
without a reception of a CTB packet after n trials, of which n is RTB retransmission 
threshold, the sender or the forwarder assumes a disrupted network. It will switch to 
DTN mode.
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In case that hop count of a message exceeds the predefined TTL (Time to Live), the 
message will be discarded, since the contained information in the message is out-of- 
date and no longer useful. Otherwise, the DTN mode will start and the message 
carrying time will be scheduled before an attempt to re-forward the message. The 
process of switching from normal mode to DTN mode is shown in Table B- 6  and the 
scheduling of message carry time is described in Table B-7. Table B-8  explains how 
the message re-forwarding attempt starts once the message carry time is expired. The 
sender or the forwarder will move to DEFER state to content for a channel access, and 
then re-forward the message.
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____________________ Table B-6 : DTN Mode of Operation
//The state of waiting for CTB 
FSMA_State(WAITCTB)
{
//Schedule waiting time for CTB
FSMA_Enter(scheduleCTBTimeoutPeriod());
//In case that CTB waiting time expires, and there is no CTB received after 
//retransmissions of RTB up to the maximum number of transmission limit, 
FSMA_Event_Transition(Transmit-RTB-Failed, 
msg == endTimeout &&
retryCounter(oldcurrentAC)==transmissionLimit-l,
IDLE,
currentAC = oldcurrentAC;
Ieee80211Frame *frametmp =
(Ieee80211Frame*) transmissionQueue()->front();
//if hop count of the message exceeds TTL (message is expired and no longer 
//useful), the transmission is terminated
if (frametmp->gethopNo()>=maxTTL)
{
giveUpCurrentT ransmissionQ;
>
//if hop count of the message is lower than TTL (message is still useful), 
//schedule DTN period for store, carry, and re-forward the message later 
else 
{
scheduleDTNPeriod(frametmp);
Ieee80211DataOrMgmtFrame *temp =
(Ieee80211DataOrMgmtF rame*) 
transmissionQueue()->front(); 
nb->fireChangeNotification(NF_LINK_BREAK, temp); 
popT ransmissionQueue(); 
resetStateVariables();
}
);
}_______________________________________________________________________________
______________ Table B-7: Scheduling of Message Carrying Period____________
//Schedule DTN period; message carrying time before message re-forwarding 
void Ieee80211Mac::scheduleDTNPeriod(Ieee80211Frame *frame)
{
scheduleAt(simTime() + DTNperiod, endDTN); 
endDTN->setContextPointer(frame->dup());
1 _______________________________________________________________________________
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________________ Table B-8 : Re-forwarding of Carried Messages
//Idle state 
FSMA_State(IDLE)
{
//When DTN period expires (end of message carrying time) and there is at 
//least one message in the transmission queue, the vehicle go to DEFER 
//state for message transmission
FSMA_Event_Transition(Immediate-Data-Ready,
(msg == endDTN) && !transmissionQueueEmpty(),
DEFER,
if (retryCounter() == 0) 
invalidateBackoffPeriodQ;
);
I
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Analytical Models of the Benchmark
Protocols
This section provides a brief description of the reference analytical models of the 
benchmark protocols used in the performance comparisons in Chapter 5. For further
-31].
C.l Analytical Model of SB
SB analytically models its performance in terms of one-hop delay, one-hop message 
progress, and message dissemination speed as follows [30].
C.1.1 One-Hop Delay
In SB, the one-hop delay is defined as the average re-broadcast latency, which is the 
mean time required before the broadcast message successfully reaches the next-hop 
forwarder. This one-hop delay, t, can be derived as
where To is contention starting time, Ty is time of a successfully transmitted message, 
nu is the number of unsuccessful transmissions before the completion of the process, 
and Tu is the average duration of unsuccessful time slot, which can be calculated as 
follows.
detail of each analytical model, the reader can refer back to their original works in [30
t  - T 0 +Tb +nuTu (C-l)
(C-2)
(C-3)
1 ~  Psuc 
P«,C
(C-4)
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i col 1
L - P s u c  I - P s u c
P idle i nr P col (C-5)
where TDIFS and T sifs are durations of DIFS and SIFS periods. TRTb , T Ctb, and 7 ^ ^  
represents time duration for transmission of RTB, RTB and Data packets, 
respectively. Tuiie and Tcoi are time incurred during idle and packet collision periods. 
Finally, pCoh and psuc are probabilities of idle, collision and successfully 
transmission states. More detailed information of how to obtain values of each 
parameter can be referred to [30].
C.1.2 One-Hop Message Progress
One-hop message progress, ô, is defined as the average additional distance covered by 
the rebroadcasted message which can be determined as follows.
where Ns is the total number of divided sectors, mj is the average number of sector 
that the next-hop forwarder are in, and A is the normalized width of each divided 
sector which equal to I/A5. mj can be calculated as
where cw is the number of available contention window sizes.
C.1.3 Message Dissemination Speed
SB defines the message dissemination speed as the normalized distance covered by 
each rebroadcasted message in a second. This message dissemination speed, u, can be 
derived as
(C-6)
1 '
m i -/>„,) i - a - p ^ r "5
(C-7)
TU — — (C-8)
S
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C.2 Analytical Model of BPAB
In [31], BPAB also provides the analytical model for the performance evaluation in 
terms of one-hop delay, one-hop message progress, and message dissemination speed.
C.2.1 One-Hop Delay
BPAB defines the one-hop delay as time duration from the reception of message to 
the message rebroadcasted to the next-hop forwarder which consists of initial time, 
Tinit, contention time, Tcont, and message successful transmission time, Tsuc, which can 
be determined as shown below.
where N  is the number of partitioning iterations, a is the average number of failed 
CTB transmissions before the successful one.
C.2.2 One-Hop Message Progress
The one-hope message progress, /?, is the additional coverage rendered by the next- 
hop forwarder. The calculation of the message progress is shown below.
where M,- is the average message progress of the selected partition i. For more detail 
of each parameter value, the reader can refer to [31].
T cont (C-9)
Tinit ~ Tdifs + TRTb + (-W + T)Tslot (C-10)
(C-11)
(C-12)
2 n  i-1/?=5>(a-olp- (C-13)
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C.2.3 Message Dissemination Speed
Similarly, BPAB provides a derivation the message dissemination speed as
Tu  =  _DelaL
P
(C-15)
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